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CITY EDITION

ECKE0DECL1E

" 'Never mind,' said Becker, 'I'll
take care of you and the gang.1
Webber testified he heard Becker
say at the time: "I j'ust saw him
(Rosenthal) lying there in the police
station and I'd like to have taken my
knife and cut out bis tongue as a

THIEVES I

701 Of

becond hull Nejv York:
Devor
was out, Gardner
to Stahl. Doyle
scratched an Infield hit which Yerkes
could not field in time. Doyle stole
second. Snodgiaas struck out. Mur
warning for future squealers."
ray got an iniield hit. Hie roller was
'"Then Becker said,' the witness
too slow for Wagner to field. Doyle
continued, 'I passed the Cadillac about
went to third on the play. Doyle
1:30 'o'clock in my machine and told
TO
SIXTH
GAME
THE scored when O'firien made a balk PRISONERS AND CITIZENS ARE McCOMBS TELLS WHAT IT COST POLICE LIEUTENANT TOLD GRID- - the chauffeur to go slow so that if USE HORSE AND BUGGY TO CARr
GOES
I had seen
Rosenthal up against
Murray went to second. O'Brien made
TO GET WILSON ON THE
GIANTS UPON THEIR OWN
KILLED IN JAIL BREAK IN
GIE WEBBER HE HATED
RY AWAY THEIR
a
motion to throw to first but did not
the
wall
there
l could have taken a
WYOMING.
GROUNDS.
TICKET.
MAN
THE
TEN LOOT.
throw the mall, whkh, under the rules,
shot at him.' " Webber next corrob
'
constitutes a balk. Mtfrray Aored on
orated Rose's story as to paying him
to right. ' Merkle RAWLINS IS IN AN- UrEOAR
$1,000 to get the murder crew out of THEY
KNOCKED
IS
OUT Merkle's double
EEACHED
FEAEED
TWO DWELLIaSS
EI'!,
scored on Herzog's double to left The
town, and was turned over to the de
fense.
stands were In an uproar. Meyers got
RED SOX PITCHER ALLOWS FIVE an infield
'Were you ever raided?" asked At HOUSES OF MRS. MEYERS AND
hit Wagner made a phen TOTAL NUMBER KILLED IS RE- FREDERICK PENFIELD GAVE THE SAID HE THOUGHT HE WAS
LARGEST
RUNS IN THE FIRST
PORTED AT SIX;. POSSES
INDIVIDUAL
omenal one hand stop, thereby holding
ABOUT TO INFORM POLICE
torney Mclntyre.
MRS. ADLRICH ARE RAN"Yes." !
INNING.
CONTRIBUTION.
Herzog at third. ' Herzog scored on
AT WORK i
COMMISSIONER
SACKED.
The witness told of half a dozen
a double eteal, a bad throw by Yerkes to the plate.
raids on various gambling places he
Meyers went to
ALL
IT LCOIS
OF
VAS
IT "BE MOST BE "CROAKED", had conducted.
ACT THAT
MANY AETILESAEE STOLEN
PEES third and scored on a bunt by Fletch WARDEN UNABLE J
'You have been a gambler all your
er. Fletcher was caught off first, O'
Brien to StahL Five runs, six hits,
life, haven't you?"
THERE ARE MANY WHO THINK
OFFICIAL IS LAID UP WITH A LIBERAL FRIEND OF PRINCETON THUS IS DESCRIBED WHAT AC
"Yes." Thei witness admitted that ROBBERS' HAUL INCLUDES JEWoue error."
MAN DID NOT "STAND
THE SERIES WAS PROLONGCRUSHED LEG AND CANCUSED MAN SAID ABOUT
his place was an opium joint, but inELRY, MONEY AND WEAR.
Second Inning
ED INTENTIONALLY.
ANOTHER TOUCH.
MAN KILLED LATER
NOT LEAD CHA8E.
sisted that he never had taken opium
ING APPAREL.
First halt Boston: Gardner was
or morphine himself, though he had
safe on Marquard's error. Stahl sin. gled to center, .Gardner
R. sold opium to others for two years,
Washington, Oct. 14. William F.
New York, Oct. 14. Winfield
taking secTwo cool pieces of work in the
Rawlins, Wyo., Oct. ,14. Warden
New
of
M)cCombs,
of
chairman
ond. Wagner struck' out Cady foul Felix Alston was compelled today to
York,
Shehan, secretary of Police Commis
housebreaking line were pulled off
NOTABLE CENTENNIAL
ed out to Meyers. Engle batted for yield direction of a search for con the national democratic committee, sioner Waldo, was the first witness
HOW THE TEAMS STAND.
this morning when the rooming
early
Nazareth, Ky., Oct. 14. Nazareth houses of Mrs. L. J.
O'Brien.
Gardner and Stahl scored victs who escaped from the Wyom- told the Clapp committee investigat- called by the prosecution this morn
Won Lost Pet.
Myers and Mrs-conducted
of
by the Orders
2
on Engle's two base hit to left, on ing penitentiary Saturday and Sun- ing campaign funds today that $208,-00- ing when the trial of former Police Academy,
Boston .. ... .3
.600
Mary Aldrich at 227 and 217 Railroad .
had been contributed to the fund! Lieutenant Becker was resumed. She the Sisters of Charity, today entered avenue,
3
:vore made an error in play day to subordinates. He is confined
.400
N(ew York .....2
respectively, were entered. At
The Scores to Date.
ing the ball poorly off the fence. to his bed with a badly crushed leg, this year in behalf of Governor Wil- han, who is a former newspaperman, upon a week's celebration of the one the Myers rooming house the houseTwo which he received yesterday when son's nomination.
First game:
was asked to identify his signature hundredth anniversary of the found- breakers first entered the living room
Hooper fouled out to Meyers.
Boston,
4;
IMc. McCombs produced
a
of
list
New York, 3,
on
4 runs, two hits, two errors. '
a document handed to him by As- ing of the institution. The first home through a side door,- but seeing Mrs.
his horse fell.
,
of the sisters was a log house. They
to the Wilson fund. Fol- sistant District
contributors
Second half New
York:
Second game: Boston, 6;
Collins
was
that
it
Attorney Moss. The
today
reported
Early
Myers' bedroom door open, they evitook charge of the humble seminary
were
the
went in the box in. place of O'Brien. Warden Alston
lowing
New York, 6.
adcommunication
was
principal
document
a
had resumed the
lost their nerve and went oa
dently
spun wool and wovet on
contributions:
to Stahl.
flied
Devore chase shortly after his return to RawThird game; Boston,' 1;
Marquard
dressed to Becker and attached there- nearby and
where they ransacked two
"
upstairs
Frederick C. Penfield, $12,000; Wil to were letters identified by the wit- the loom cloth for the seminarians rooms, In mhlch H. C.
New York, 2.
struck out. Doyle flied to Speaker. lins about 2 o'clock this morning, and
Leahy and WilIn 1822 they trans- liam
No runs, no hits, no errors..
Fourth game : Boston, 3;
in the excitement prevailing here, it liam F. McCombs, $11,000; Charles N. ness as having been in hia opinion and themselves.
Myers were sleeping.
New York, 1.
Third Inning
did not become known that the war Smith, $1,000; Charles R. Crane,
written by Becker. Shehati said he ferred their qnarters to the present , Leahy is mlnuB a new $25 suit of
H. J. Barrett
F. B. had signed the document at the di- location, and here, besides the con$2500;
Fifth game:
2;
Boston,
First half Boston : Yerkes singled den had been injured severly until
clothes, his watch, a cap, and $4 89
New York, 1.
Roberts, $2,500; G. F. Handel, $2,500; rection of Commissioner Waldo. On vent, is their mother house. Under in
to center. Speaker flied out to S
about noon.
cash and Myers reports missing
and
'
Nazareth'
the
"The
R. Magill, $2,500; Abram J. Elhus, the
Literary
title,
Sixth game:
2;
Boston;
Lewis sent a long foul to left
plea that the witness had given
Prison officials say that all the
his
$13.75
overcoat, a watch chain
y
Benevolent Institution," the comma-itNew York, 5.
Thomas,
fS.OOQ;
Marvey
which Devore captured. Gardner flied men at large are desperate characters $12,500;
only his "opinion" as to the authenin cash. After helping themselves
Kenthe
a
from
charter
received
to Murray, who took the ball up and probably will not be taken alive. James D. Pheland, $l,0QO; Daniel Sall- ticity of Becker's signature, the deto these articles at the Myers house,
ows- Piatt, $2,500; Dienry Morgen-thau- , fense
in 1829.
objected to the introduction of tucky legislature
against the fence. No runs, one hit, Convict Elliott, who was captured in
the-- thieves paid a visit to the Aldrich
cenof
the
the
opening day
This,
Cleveland H. Dodge the papers.
$20,000;
Polo Grounds, New York, Oct. 14.
no errors.
a caboose here, is credited with hav
and ransacked the whole bouse
house
to
over
The New York Giants overcame the
Justice Goff refused to allow the; tennial celebration, was given
Second half New York: Snodgrass ing shot Charles Stressner, according and Princeton friends, $85,800; Irvwith the exception of one room,
ToGuf-feof
the
alumnae
the
T.
seminary.
Bush, $10,000; Joseph F.
Boston Americans by a score of 5 to flied to Yerkes. Murray singled to to prison guards. An inquest over ing
papers to be admitted and "Bridgie"
which was locked. In one room which
a Princeton friend of William e Webber was called. He said his real morrow will be Founders' day, ana,
2 today before a crowd of about
right, but was thrown out attempting Stressner's body will be held tomor
was entered, two men were asleep,
of
members
of
In
,
the
many
Samuel
presence
Untermey-erMcCombs, $1,850;
name was Louis and that he was t
people New York's victory was to stretch it on a throw by Hooper row.
cut the housebreakers did not dis.
memorials
$7,000; collected .through William aaibkr.
He had known Herman Ro the hierarchy and elerjfy,
a check to the hopes of the Red Sox to Yerkes. Merkle got an infield hit Stressner, it is said, was largely reas.
B. David, coad turb them, being as
to
John
G.
the
of
Bishop
which
amount
$3,G00,
McAdoo,
Rose
senthal for 10 years and Jaok
team, which had exnected to win to along the third base. Merkle was out sponsible for his own death. AuthoriFrc-iwere
they
of
to
the
Louisville,
first
Schiff
H.
bishop
gave $2,500.
the same time. Becker he had knowJ jutor
day's contest and capture the world's stealing, Cady to Wagner. No runs, ties declare that Stressner attempted Jacob
they took all of the clothes beMr. McCombs testified
that the tor two years, having first met him in Rt. Rev. Benedict J. Fla?et, and founseries. The struggle for the world's two hits, no errors.
to capture the escaping convicts with $12,000 credited to Frederick C.
longing to the men end also a grip,
the
of
Spaldder
Catherine
and
order,
Jack Rose's place and the next time
Fourth Inning
Into an empty room, they
championship of 1912 now stands:
an empty shot gun. I is said he
was all of the money that con- in front of his (Webber's) poker ing, first superior, will be unveiled. and, going
Boston, three games won; New York,
First half Boston: Stahl scratch threw up his gun and ordered the
will proceeded to go through the men's
dead
in
Exercises
of
the
Dixon
memory
of
Senator
had
tributor
given.
rooms.
two games won, and one game a tie. ed an infield hit towards third. Snod- men to surrender, but as his gun was
clothes and also the grip.
the Roosevelt force had testified he
"Did you ever have conversation be held Wednesday, and Thursdays
The two teams will play tomorrow in grass took Wagner's long fly. It was not loaded he could not make his
After helping- themselves to everyprogram will be in charge of the stu
understood Mr. Penfield had made with Becker about Rosenthal?"
Boston.
a brilliant catch, cutting off a pos- "bluff" stick. It is understood that
be
of value in the men's clothes
will
A
.
celebration
dents.
thing
special
While
his precontributions.'
"Yes, with Harry Vallon .and Jack
O'Brien, the Red Sox's moist ball sible home run, Cady singled to center, all the convicts who escaped yester- "huge
held Saturday in honor of the old col- and in the grip they entered another
$193,-56statement
totalled
Beckonly
of
pared
June.
Rose, the latter part
pitcher, was knocked out of the box Stahl taking third. Fletcher took Col- day, when recaptured, will be tried
chilroom, took a suit of clothes, folded it
Mr. McCombs said the total ex- er said 'the d
is trying to do ored servants of Nazareth, their
In the first inning when New York lins' grounder and threw "to Doyle, on a murder charge.
up and laid it in ine front hall ready
dren and grandchildren.
amount- me in
had
for
the
to
see
campaign
pense
He's
trying
every way.
made five runs. Collins went in for catching Cady at second and completto take away, but in their hurry they
The dead:
said
He
to
that repre- Waldo, the commissioner, and now
ed
$208,193.
Boston in the second inning and there ing a double play toy throwing out
STATE LABOR MEETING.
evidently overlooked the clothes for
STRESSNER,
CHARLES
barber, sented all the money expended and
to
That
Whitman.
to
he's going
get.
was .no further scoring.
Marquard Collins at first. No runs, two hits, no shot by convicts.
Canton, O., Oct. U. With a large this morning the were, found tying la
that no other funds had been collect- ,j
has got to he stopped.
pitched a superb game for the Giants errors.
of
ANTONE PASO, leader
escaping ed and disbursed to his knowledge.
and
representative attendance the an the center of the front hall, neatly
he
before
to
be croaked
gets
He's got
and outside of the second Inning Bos-toSecond half New York:
Herzog convicts, ghot by deputy.
of the Ohio State folded up. From tne second bedconvention
nual
to Whitman.' "
was helpless before his mystify flied out to Speaker. Meyers drove a
of Labor met here today room they went into two empty rooms
The wounded:
"I said: 'Charlie, that's a pretty Federation
long smash to the center field fence
ing curves.
and
business. The sessions and from these apartments they helpits
stabbegan
a
BERT TALBERT, liveryman,
dangerous thing to do, to murder
The Giants made their last stand for three bases. Fletcher flied to
for four or five days. ed themselves to some new bedding,
will
continue
bed by Antone Paso.
.
man.'
'
today. Before a crowd numbering Sneaker. Meyers started for home,
of the officers and tearing two beds to pieces in order to.
The
annual
reports
Marshal
Hayes.
CONVICT, shot by
"'That's all right,' said Becker,
25,000 or more the National league but when he saw1 Speaker's perfect
committees show the past year to select the best of the bed clothes.
TWO CONVICTS, reported shot by
he's got to be stopped.' "
LAS
This morning a new "comforter"
ao
champions struggled to check the on throw he hurried back to third. Yer
of a subsequent have been one of extraordinary
"Bridgie" told
ward march of the Boston Americans, kes threw out Marquard- - No runs, posses.
or- was found hanging over the fence In
the
labor
for
and
prosperity
tivity
armed posses from RawBecker.
Heavily
meeting with
.
who with three contests captured, need one hit no errors.
the front yard of the Aldrich home.
" 'What are you doing without that ganizations of Ohio. The legislation
lins, Saratoga and Baggs started out
FOR
Fifth Inning
CANDIDATE
REPUBLICAN
only one more victory to earn them
in securing This also was neatly folded up and
succeeded
committee
to scour
this
to
at
said
morning
daybreak
me,"
Rosenthal?' Becker
First half Boston : Hooper flied to
the title of world's champions of 1912
CONGRESS PAYS THIS CITY A
favorable planks in the consti- ready for "packing" away.
the rocky hillB between here and the
Webber testified. '"He's doing me; many
The Giants must win three straight Murray, who made another nice
VISIT
SHORT
tutional
amendments and planB will After going through the two empty
Colorado line and, if possible, to cap
croaked."
he's got to be
catch.
games to gain the championship.
Murray, took Yerkes' fly. ture or kill the escaped convicts from
to secure the passage bedrooms the men went out Into the
be
discussed
"I said: 'Charlie, he's going to be
There was plenty of room for every Speaker flied to Herzog!' No runs, no!
Nathan Jaffa, republican candidate
of
benefit to organized kitchen and helped themselves to all
laws
of
other
who are
see
to
the
liable
penitentiary
You're
Wyoming
one and vacant tiers of seats yawned hits, no eiTors.
New Mexico, taken care of.
from
for
,
congressman
session of the legis- the food in the larder and also empnext
or-labor
the
at
have
j
"
The searchers
in hiding.
In the outfield bleachers and lower
Devore
Second half New York:
tied the ice box of everything eatwas scheduled to arrive this evening it in the papers any day.'
,
lature.
ders to shoot to kill on sight. Sev
Describes Formation ef Plot.
stands before the game began. The singled to center. Doyle flied to
able. In front of tne ice box were
No. 7 from Colfax county,
on
train
and
are
armed,
eral of the convicts
where he has been In the Interest of ' The witness then told of meeting ITALIAN ACCUSED OF MURDER several burnt matches and a lot of
day was cheerless and cold, gray
Snodgrass filed to Hooper, who no
side.
on
either
is
expected
quarter
ciouas screened me sun ana mere was threw to stani, downing utvore.
his campaign. Notice was not receiv- Rose and telling him of Becker's inWashington, D. C, Oct. 14. Tony crumbs showing) tne men had started
A report reached' here this morna threat of rain in the air.
runs, one hit, no errors.
ed by the San Miguel county central sistence that "the job" be done. Web- Milano, an Italian shoemaker, was to eat their lunch in the kitchen.
convict had been
ing that another
Should New York win today the
Sixth Inning
committee in time to arrange for a ber described the inception of the arraigned for trial before Justice Part of th6 bread pudding made yesLewis fouled Bhot five miles south of town, but public meeting.
As many voters as murder plot. Rose hed ftgreed to get Stafford today, charged with the mur- terday by Mrs. Aldrich was found out
First half Boston:
game tomorrow will be played in Boston, i "Rube" Marquard was McGraw'e out to Meyers. Gardner struck out. this has not been verified.
can do so are invited to meet Mr. the four gun men to gather at his der of 12 year old Harry Smith. The in the alley, Evidently the men must
is in
Taylor
Deputy Sheriff
Indicated choice for the box today. Stahl struck out. Marquard's peed
Jaffa this evening. He likely will hold poker rooms on the night of June alleged crime was committed In Sep- have been interrupted while eating
The big left bander has delivered the was bewildering and his curves broke command of the., men from Saratoga. an informal reception In the lobby of 15. On that night he (Webber) saw tember of last year and attracted and tried to take away the remainder
No report has been received from the
Becker and. Jack Sullivan at a prize wide attention
only game won by the Giants and he sharply. No runs, no hits, 110 errors
the Castaneda hotel.,.,
at the time. The of their' lunch.
surrounded six
if
as
York.rest.
looked
It
had
New
a good
has
In front of the Aldrich lions.) 'Vera
Second half
Murray posse which last night
A reception committee planned to fight loft them and went to his poker
as
charged by the police, murItalian,
either Ray Collins or "Buck" O'Brien flied to Hooper, who eaine in and took escaped convicts in a canyon south of meet Mr. Jaffa upon hia arrival and rooms. "Lefty Louie", Jack Rose, dered the Smith boy, who with other were tracks Showing whers a b'isgy
the ba 1 back of Yerkes. Merkle pop- Rawlins.,
might be Stahl's box selections.
take htm for an automobile tour of the Harry, Vallon, "Gyp the Blood," Sam lads is said to have been teasing him, had been driven up o.i the sidewalk.
The men in hiding are among the
After the game was over the man- ped to SjiM.. Merkle tried to set out
city and surrounding., country. It is Schepps and "Dago Frank" appeared and then set fire to his shoemaker Evidently the then made hcir
In the buggy, for the amount of
'
agers of the clubs tossed a coin to ct the wav of the bail, but it hit his dozen or more convicts wno escBpa regretted that Mr. Jaffa was unable to on the scene, "Bridgie" said.
shop to hide the alleged crime.
determine In which city the deciding hat and flew hiSh enough for Stahl from the state penitentiary late yes-t- arrange to stop here for a speech. His
taken by them would have been
I knew where
me
if
'Rose
goods
asked
had over
reach it. Cady dropped Herzog's terday afternoon, after' they
game ehould (bet played in the event
candidacy is poular in New Mexico. Rosenthal was," Webber testified.
AND PLAIN PAGEANT a good load for two mMi. The police
MOUNTAIN
that New York won tomorrow in Bos- high foul. Herzog flied to Yerkes. powered the guards within the prison, No republican can think of any reaOct. 14. It is estimated have not as yet found any lr.ice of
Denver,
'"I went to the Metropole and saw
took their weapons from tbem and son for not
ton. Manager Stahl called tails and it No runs, no hits, one error.
voting for Mr. Jaffa and Rosenthal there. 1 came back to my that 50,000 visitors,
many of themj the housebreakers. Mrs. Myers states
fled down the main streets and
fell, tails, and the deciding game will
enSeventh Inning
every democrat in New Mexico can
in
of
is
outside
the
from
Colorado, have that three weeks ago somebody
'Rosenthal
said
and
points
terrorplace
be played in Boston.
First half Boston: Wagner out, through yards of private homes,
think of abundant reasons for voting
an-- ' tered a shed In the reir of her house
for
in
the
out
went
Denver
Then they all
already arrived
Metropole.'
children.
Marquard and Meyers were an- Marquard to Merkle. Cady drove a izing men, women'and
for the Roswell man. Mr. Jaffa has a but Rose, I
and killed nine pet Belgian hares.
stayed five mluuteB and nual Festival of Mountain, and Plain.
The convicts paused in their mad clean and honorable record.
nounced as the batteries for New York long fly to Snodgrass.
Collins flied
He will
She believes that the people who last
en'
the,
will
continue
The festivities
then left."
and O'Brien and Cady for Boston. to Murray; No runs, no hits, 110 er- dash for freedom when they came up- be the next reprpsentative from New
night entered the house are the same
not
the
The
was
buildings
week.
at
tire
said
principal
he
Webber
on a livery barn, secured moimtt, (hen Mexico.
is the time to get acwho killed the hares. Mrs Aid-ricones
Cmpires were as follows: Klem be- rors.
Tonight
carthe
with
Ros
are
scene of the murder until after
beautifully decorated
citizens could
not
know
hind the bat: Evans, the bases; Rigler
do
him
if
wllh
Meyers ran for the hills before
Second half New York:
believes that two, r possibly
you
quainted
enthal had been shot. "I saw the nival colors yellow and black minchase.
him. Mr. Jaffa has a large personal
right field, and O'Loughlin, loft field. was out, Collins to Stahl. Fletcher arm themsolves and give
three
men, were in the robbo gang,
and
national
with
testified
colors,
the
gled
body on the sidewalk," he
heralded
First Inning
in this county. Timor-roos it would have been difficult for one
Marquard flied to Anionlo Paso, a Mexican,
filed, to Speaker.
acquaintance
the
week
near
the
each
durins
met
the
murder
after
Becker
He
night
in
their
First half ISoBton: Hooper got a Speaker. No runs, no hits, no errors. as leader of the convicts
he may make a trip io Mora coun- his
thief to have turned the trick.
poker room with Jack Rose and streets will be brilliantly Illuminated.
break for liberty, was shot to death ty.
single over second on which Doyle
Eighth Inning
of
the
features
of
One
the
Sullivan.
biggest
Jack
who
made a fine stop, but could not throw
First half iHoston:
Hooper filed by Deputy Sheriff Hugh Rogner.
IN CHICAGO.
" T congratulate you, Jack, a good
will be tomorrow's Industrial
on
the runner out at first. Hooper was to Snodgraea. Yerkes got a single over saw the Mexican ns he started
ciOct, 14. For the White
the
Chicago,
of
all
which
testified.
Webber
in
nearly
said
Becker,"
parade,
GOES
UP.
BUTTER
job,'
after having
and Kuhn were announcSox
Cicotte
caught napping and thrown out, The second which Doyle could only reach horseback for the hills,
colthe
of
said
Colorado,
counties
comties and
"'This is terrible, Charley,'
Bert. Talhery across the face
Elgin, Oct. 14 The quotation
ed as batteries. Cheney and Archer
play was Merkle to Fletcher to Mer- with his bare hand. Speaker filed to Slashed
be
will
''number
of
and
the
the
Rose:
organizations
leges
many
board
butter
of
today
"They've
mittee
Elgin
kle. Yerkes flied to Snodgrass. Speakwere put In for the Cults.
machine.'
represented.
declared butter firm at 2!) cents.
(Cjntlnued on Page Eight)
(Continued on rage Eight)
er wftllpd after having two strikes
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MANUEL ROSENWALD

arrived in Las Vegas and shortly afterwards, with his brother Joseph, started the firm of Rosen,
w ilds on the south side of the Plaza, which location they have continously occupied since that time.

Hi

are Justly proud of our 50 years service to the people of this vacinity and fully appricate the liberal patronage they
have given us..We thank you and will earnestly endeavor to merit a continuanre of your confidence and esteem.
We

As a fitting climax to
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lishments in the State.
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Square'dealinjj, Honesty and (upvalue for every dollar expended with them rapidly stahlished a steadily increasing business
which from time to time necessitated larger quarters until today Rosenwalds is one of the largest, most modern mercantile estab-
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these 50 years of service, we will open on

i

'

m
and continue' it throuehout the month. During the Sale we will give 10 per cent discount on all CASH purchases amounting to $10.00 5r more. This
discount will avplyjto everything in the house with the exception of a few small articles such as Butterick Patterns, Threads, Interwoven and Wunder
Hose, etc., which have a restricted price.

On

VJEDUEGDAY- MFTEHn&On :liM EWEFM1&
2:00 TO QsdQ MiD 7:30 TO 0:30
towhich every one is cordially invited. The store has been specialy decorated for the occasion, the stocks are all complete
with the season's best productions' ard very attractive special values will be found in every department.! We will also present, on this occasion, an attract

we will have a publicl'reception
ive and appropiate

-
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TO

EVERY--.-LAD-

visiting our store. These are well worth having and will be appreciated by every woman.
Birthday celebration. You'll enjoy it and we'll enjoy having you here.

'

Let us see YOU among our visitors on Wednesday at our

FIFTY YEARS AGO
"WCOLTEX"
hen our first stock was purchased, millinery was not
ncluded in the purchases. It wasn't needed. But
today
we have a large and beautiful line of attractive millinery including all the most desirable styles of the season.

AND

"PESNTZESS" SUITS

AND COATS OF UNEQUALED

FIFTY YEARS AGO

QUALITIES

The beauty and texture of present day dress fabrics was
unknown, but the wer-e- r's
skill has kept pace with
of; the times, each year's product
surpassing that
of the previous year, until today we have the most beautiful creations In

.v

These popular makes of women's coats and suits have all the style and elegance of made to
order clothes made along the newest most approved style lines from the best all wool fabrics and
finished perfectly to he smallest detail they combine all the desirable qualities of high classed tailor-mg- .

no

5

GAGE MILLINER.Y

TRY THEM

SILK AND WOOL DRESS FABRICS

EVERY GARMENT IS FULLY GUARANTEED

Renowned for its beauty and exclusiveness In
style,
forms a good part of our line. Tou will be delighted
w,ith the styles and pleased with the modest prices.

for two seasons wear,
every coat or suit.

We buy

ever produced. Many of these artistic
productipns may
be seen In our Dress Goods Department
Qualities will
please you and the prices will tempt you.

but one garment of a kind, therefore guarantee exclusive style in

$12,50TO $45.00

TO-DA- V

SEE THEM

For Tuesday Afternoon Only

UNUSUAL DOMESTIC VALUES
fast colors, worth
worth 8 3 cents ....
7c
1921 outing flannel, new patterns, worth 12V4C..10C
All standard calicoes, 7c grade
. .6o
Serpentine crepe, new patterns, fast colors.... 15c
Best Galatei cloth, all colors
15c
Red Seal Zephyr gingham, new patterns .... 1214c
Lonsdale and Fruit of the Loom muslin ...... ,10c
86 Inch lladtey sheetin, unbleached
10c
200 yard spool cotton, per spool
2o
Paper of good pins
,..ic
Men's fast black sox, 3 pair for
25o

UNOEiWEAS

Amoskeag apron gingham,
1--
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Buster Brown Shoes

P

FOR COYS AND GIRLS

68

inch and

70

afternoon only.

G5e to
Q

03. 5Q

FIFTY

and.

75c

per yard, for Tuesday

50o
Women's neckwear, all new styles in an

long sleeves and ankle length, worth 65c and 75c
each, for Tuesday afternoon only.

variety, worth 35c each, for Tuesday

50 O

BOo

only, TWO for

A

SJ

AND HOSIERY

Merode underwear possesses every desirable
qualitystyle, fit, comfort and service. It comes In
such a variety of styles and weights that
every demand can be met. Separate" garments or
union
suits in all cotton, wool and cotton, all wool or silk
and wool in any style you wish at 65c to
$5.00
Onyx hose Is attractive in appearance,
absolutely
fast color and very serviceable. Add to these qual-itle- s
fit
and
perfect
you have an ideal hose. Onyx
is ideal for it possesses all the above. Black,"
white
tan and colors in all qualities. 25c to $3.50.

has VedfLshoadindSioYQ

Combine style, comfort and service to the greatfor hard
weat but also to look well.
Every pair Is guaranted to give satisfactory
service.
Fit the children with Buster Brown Shoes and
your shoe troubles are over.

I1

65c

.

Women's lisle thread union suits, high neck,

Wilson
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BrosShirts

FOR PARTICULAR MEN
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est possible degree. They are made
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inch bleached table linen, new patterns, worth
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JAFFA WILL

FADS AND
FASHIONS- New York, Oct. 14. Winter ia approaching and with it the season of
indoor social functions. This naturally brings the subject of evening
gowns Into the immediate foreground
of interest for all
women. The displays of evening
gowns in the shops and studios of
fashionable dressmakers are unusually interesting and attractive this fall.
The materials shown are bewildering
fashion-followin-

.

g

in their beauty and richness and
elaborate two piece and three piece
costumes are given particular prominence In the displays. Not in many
years has this type of model taken
on such novelty, variety and elegance
as it embodies this fall. Many of the
new materials are peculiarly adapted
to Its uses and the fad for combination effects in materials has admirable opportunities in connection with
this class of costumes.
All the famous
makers seem to
have realized these facts and from
every house came models that are in
some instances more novel than beautiful, but rarely fail to be Interesting.
Velvet and plush and matelasse figure conspicuously as coat materials
in these models and indeed are frequently used for entire costumes,
though the smartest achievements are
in combinations. Baby lamb cloth is
much used with a lighter material for
companion and the soft, thick mater
ials such as peau de chamois, ve
lours de laine, etc., are combined in
many ways.
Notwithstanding the craze for these
rough and fleecy weaves In wool there
is a great deal of broadcloth and the
latter will undoubtedly be of decided
prominence during the coming winter
because drapery is inevitable and
there is no denying "that the thick
fleecy weaves of wool, no matter how
soft and beautiful, are' too bulky to
lend themselves gracefully to drapery. Just at this moment they occupy the center of the stage because
they are radical novelties, but later
we shall' see the broadcloths asserting
themselves for dressy wear and less
aggressively thick wool materials being adopted very largely evei for the
street suit.
The combination of velvet coat and
satin or cloth skirt is a prime favorite and is repeated over and ovet
again whenever French models are on
view; but one cannot grow weary of
the theme because there are so many
variations in the velvets themselves
and in the shapes and details of the
mostumes. Anything that is attractive and becoming seems permissible,
though as a general thing the coats
of the imported costumes are considerably longer than they have been in
the last two seasons.
Sometimes they are short or sharp
ly cutaway in the front, but the backj
is likely to run down to half length,
at least, and in many cases it falls
Where
much lower on the skirt.
cutaway lines of a radical sort are
unbecoming it is easy to find a substitute for them. The coat which
falls straight in front is seen on
many of the smartest models and the
coat buttoning down past the hip
curve
curve before the front
is
Then
there
liked.
well
is
nway
the coat which buttons high with one
or two fastenings, is open across a
at
high waist line in front and falls
or
in
front
of
the
straight
side
each
'is a be
slightly curved lines. This
women who
for
model
many
coming
cannot wear the radical cutaway and
several of, the noted French tailors
have done well with models of this
sort.
i
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tume is immensely important this fall
and assumes many odd and unusual
forms. The high, turndown or stand
more
lng collar and the rolling collar
or less low in the front are the versions most generally accepted.
Coats and skirts contrasting not
only in material but in color also are
modish; but this theme requires ex
ceedingly clever handling, and too
miny of the experiments along this

iiK2

four-in-han- d
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three-quarter- s

satin-covere- d

d

chamois-colore-

-

cloth..
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.

MINNESOTA BAPTISTS MEET.
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 14. Minne
sota Baptists assembled at the First
Baptist church in this city today for
their annual convention. The meet
lng will last three days and will have
as speakers, Henry Bond, president
of the Northern Baptist convention;
Dr. J, H. Franklin of Boston, Rv. W.
E. Chalmers of Philadelphia and other denominational leaders of nation-

al reputation.
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The most ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered
with Contagious Blood Poison. The disease has come down through all
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon huthe ages and is
in its
manity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same aswhere-iis,
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact,
it was once coasidered an incurable infection. S. S. S. is an antidote
for the vims of Contagious Blood Poison, and cures
it in all its forms and stages. S. S. S. possessing
X both purifying and tonic properties routs out all the
i ,
poison, auu &i me &muc Lime uunua
health. A person who has been cured of Conta
V- - v.gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need not
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time.
I
This great medicine checks the progress of the
,
poison and gradually but surely all sores and wup-j- r
tions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat pass away,
splotches
tjie hajr stops faiiintr out, copper-colore- d
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease
is left. Home Treatment book and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLAKTAl GA.
to-da- y,
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KELLY

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 14. That
the election of Nathan Jnffa to' congress is almost a certaintly is the
opinion of Harrv W. Kelly, president
of the Gross, Kelly company, and
one of the most prominent and successful merchants in New Mexico.
In an interview with The Herald
before returning to Las Vegas Mr.
Kelly expressed himself as follows:
"r have traveled all over the northern portion of the state on business
during the past month," said Mr.
Kelly, "and I find a strong sentiment
in favor of the continuance in power
of the republican party. The people
in that section are prosperous; the
sheep and cattle men are getting good
prices for their products, while the
farmers are enjoying probably the
best year in the history of farming in
New Mexico. Conditions
like these
have a tendency to discourage
the
agitator who loudly demands change
for the sake of change; and the people take little stock in the argument
that a democrat In congress from
New Mexico will be able to prevent
his party from putting its free trade
policy Into effect should the counrry
be bo unfortunate as to have a democratic congress.
"Mr. Jaffa is popular with the people of northern New Mexico, and hiB
long record as a business man and a
public official is such. as to enlit'e
him to the confidence of the people
of the entire state. In my opinion his
election to congress by a good substantial majority is a practical certainty. It is Just possible that Mr. Jaffa
may run slightly ahead of the presidential ticket, this being dii3 to the
fact that he has such a strong person
al following among democrats who,
though they will probably support
their national ticket, will vote tor Jaffa on the ground that his election 'a
necessary to the welfare of the state.
On the other hand there are a good
many democrats Who believe Wilson
is unsafe and will vote for Taft in

preference to helping put an untried
and visionary man at the head. of a
great nation, so that I do not think-therIs any serious danger of the
democratic national ticket carrying
..
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LAS VEGA3 MAN EXPRE8SES CONFIDENCE IN ALBUQUERQUE
INTERVIEW -

New Mexico.
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line have ended in the conspicuous
and not particularly beautiful.
However, the Idea has good possibilities
and some makers have realized them.
Fancy velvet coats with plain toiie
cloth or silk skirts are in many
cases very attractive, and the materials of the season orfer a wide range
for such effects. The cut velvets,
finely striped velvets on chiffon or
soft silk foundations, embossed vel
vets, corded velvets, etc., are all avail
able and are provided in such exquisite colorings and qualities that this is
sure to be a great velvet season.
Black stocks, so generally worn a
few years ago, have certainly come
into their own again. There is no
fixed style for them. They are pro
duced in great variety by the makers
of chic neckwear, while many of them
are doubtless the inspiration of the
individual wearer or probably the
work of her own hands. A predomi
nating style is 'a straight collar or
one made of folds of the material,
with tabs, crossed loops, a
tie or merely trimmings of
black buttons.
Whether of satin, taffeta, moire or
corded silk, these black stocks usual
ly have some white about them. Some
are combined with the cream white
satin, while perhaps the majority
have pique or linen finishings. The
smart popular model among the sev
erer types has the top piece of white
pique, which is about
of the length of the stock proper and
leaves an opening Just under the chin.
Where the white band ends there is
the apearance of wings. The little
fancy embroidery or lace turnovers
which were worn as the stocks have
not appeared yet, but time will probably hring them into vogue again.
Either high or of the round rolling
variety is the soft black satin collar
which appears at the top of many of
the handsome wide lace jabots worn
with dressy clot' or informal silk
gowns. Sometimes a narrow strip of
the black satin extends down through
the center of the lace affair. One
particularly smart" collar, which is apparently cut in one piece, has the
strip reaching to the waist line, with
heavy plaitings of ecru shadow lace
on each side.
A handsome set of collar and cuffs
which may be arranged with any kind
of a plain waist is made of dull blue
batiste combined with deep points of
white batiste covered
with bluej
French knots. The square sailor col
lar is outlined with white lace and
trimmed with small pearly buttons
just where it joins at the neck line.
A tie of the blue, with its French
knotted tips, fastens the collar. The
cuffs turn back from
the hand and button snugly at the
hack by means of little loops worked
in colored linen thread, which slips
over tiny buttons covered with the
blue batiste. ' A row of small pearl
buttons trims the outer edge of the
cuffs and collar.
Button trimmings are very import
ant in the neckwear world this sea
son. Rhine stones, small crystal and
buttons are used, and
very often the buttons are sewed on
with thread in a contrasting color,
which adds charm and novelty.
Collars and cuffs of bright-colorecloth or velvet are seen on aome of
the new suits. For Instance, a suit
of biege color had a collar of tur
quoise blue velvet, or the collar of a
striped suit was of
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GROWERS

UNITED
STATES
GRAND JURY CONVENTION IN ALBUQUERQUE
FINDS FEW INFRACTIONS
ENDORSES REPUBLICAN
OF THE LAW
CANDIDATE.
Following is the report of the United States grand Jury which receutly
adjourned after holding its regular
session in Santa Fe:
In the District Court of the United
States for the District of New
Mexico. October Term, 1912.
To the Honorable William H. Pope,
Judge of the United States District
Court for the District of New Mexico..
We, the grand jury of the above

entitled court at the October term respectfully report as follows:
During the time we have been in
session we have examined 50 witnsss-es- ,
and as a result of our Investigations have returned into court 28 true
bills against 39 individuals, and also
Ave no true bills.
Generally speaking, and with the
exception of cases growing out of the
present unsettled condition In Mexbo,
and cases of selling intoxicating liquor to Indians, we find there have
been very few violations of the laws
of the United States during the last
six months.
The worst condition which has come
to our attention has been the existing
In the town of Gallup, where apparently the selling of liquor to Indians
has been going on by wholesale. A
large number of cases of this character were presented to us which have
been very efficiently prepared by the
representative of the department of
the interior, and we have found in
dictments in those cases. We doubt,
however, if sporadic
investigations
of this character will be sufficient to
eradicate the evil, and if there is any
way in which It can be accomplished,
we would respectfully suggest that
the attention of the proper officials
of the government be called to thV
situation existing at Gallup with th
suggestion, that proper steps be takeu
for a further investigation and the ascertaining of what ,if any individuals,
are still engaged in this business, to
the end that the matter. may be presented to the next grand Jury.
We are advised that there are no
further matters to be called to our attention at this term, and therefore,
with thanks to the court and the various officials from whom we have received efficient aid and many courtesies, we respectfully Bk to be dis-

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 14. That
the prosperity of New Mexico demands the election of Nathan Jaffa,
protectionist, .to congress ia declared
in the resolution passed by the New
Mexico Wool Growers' association at
the conclusion of their convention
here. The resolutions follow:
1. Appreciating that the
prosperity
and financial
of the state
of New Mexico are indissolubly linked
with the welfar 'and progress of its
sheep industry, and knowing from
past experience and present knowl-edg- e
that this- industry cannot be
maintained in the absence of a protective tariff upon wool and mutton,
we therefore most respectfully urge
that the
growers of this state
and all interested in wool growing
use every honest effort to send to
congress men who will protect the
wool growing interests in New Mexl-- i
co, and to that end we believe the
Honorable Nathan Jaffa, who is thoroughly in accord with the wool growers interests, should be elected as
the representative in congress from
this state. Therefore all voters who
take an interest in the sheep Industry
are earnestly recommended to use
their utmost efforts in a legal way
to secure his election.
2. We believe that every American
industry is entitled to the protection
of the difference In the honest cause
well-bein-

-
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REGULATES STOMACH

rs

our most heartfelt sympathy in their
sad bereavement.
9, Resolved that these resolutions
and the remarks of S. W. McClure,
secretary of the National Wool Growers' association, and of the remarks
of Senator T. B. Catron and a copy
of these resolutions be printed and a
copy of the same mailed to all per-sons Interested in the welfare of the
sheep industry of this state.
Respectfully submitted,

state will be conserved by leaving
the public range open to use and development under conditions such as
have been obtained in the past.
5. We respectfully urge that the
legislature so amend the wild animal
bounty law that the bounty shall be
paid by the state rather than by the
several counties as under the present
system.
6. It being a fact that the sheep
sanitary board of this state, in order
to be of great benefit to. the sheep
Industry of this state, should be composed of sheep raisers who thoroughly understand and take an active interest in the business; and it being a
further fact that this New Mexico
Wool Growers' association and its executive committee are better able to
of the qualifications of
Judge
who are proper persona to be appointed as members of said sheep sanitary
board better than anyone else;

c

RESOLUTIONS

COMMITTEE.

The committee on resolutions and
organization also recommended two
vice presidents, suggesting the names
of Louis Ufeld of Albuquerque, and
J. H. Clemoht8 jof RoswelL Two
members of the executive committee
from each of some 20 counties are
also renominated, those for Berna
lillo county being Max Nordhaus and
F. A. Hubbell.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
triZtti

7.

J. M. Cunningham,

"sva

Preaident

Q

Frank Springer,

Jf
J

7YT"wVys

Nsf)D'

T- -

Hoaktns, Cashier.

'LAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIS'E DEPOSITS

'The Roosevelt or third term move
ment seems to have died out ia north- charged.
ern New Mexico and the republicans
JNO. A. HALEY, Foreman.
this year are united as never before." H. H. KELLOGG, Cleric

PAPE'S D1APEPSIN

g

of production at home and abroad,
Therefore, be it resolved that the
and we urge that in the settlement state legislature be and hereby ia meof the wool tariff the settlement be morialized to enact such laws as will
upon the basis submitted by the tariff provide for the appointment of mem-beof said sheep
board, and we further commend Prea
sanitary board
Ident Taft for his fidelity in standing from such sheep growers as shall la
by the report of the tariff board and recommended by this New Mexico
in vetoing the wool bill presented to Wool Growers' association, when In
him in the last session of congress, session, or by its executive commiton the ground that it did not accord tee when this association may not be
to the American wool growers the de la session.
7.
Resolved that during the time
gree, of protection as indicated by the
while this association may be in sesreport of the tariff board'.
3. We heartily endorse the work sion, the executive committee thereof the National Wool Growers' asso- fore be and it is hereby authorized
to do any and all
ciation in securing for the wool grow- and empowered
ers of the west lower freight rates things which might be done and proon wool and we urge the growers of vided for by the association when In
New Mexico to stand together to the session.
8. We sincerely lament the untimeend that further reduction, of the
freight rates on wcol and mutton may ly death of our former president, tha
be obtained.
jHonorable Solomon Luna, who al
4. We look with alarm upon the ways had at heart the wool growers'
new bill Introduced at the last ses- Interests of New Mexico, and we feel
sion of congress, providing for the that in his death we have lost one
leasing of the public domain, as we of our warmest and best friends, and
feel that the best interests of the we extend to his widow and family

Lxs Vegas Savings Bank

Sick headache Is caused by a disstomach.
ordered
Take Chamber
Iain's Tablets and correct that and the
headaches , will disappear. For sale
by all dealers.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
'

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm.

When you have a bad cold you want
TIME ITI IN FIVE MINUTES GAS, the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it with as little delay as posSOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
sible. Here is a druggist's opinion:
IS GONE
"I have sold Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy for fifteen years," says Enos
Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and considSour, gassy, upset stomach, indiges- er
it the best on the market" For
tion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the sale by all dealers.
food you eat ferments into gases and

6. Haydon

President
President
Treasurer

Vice

H.W.Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

Interest Paid

on Deposis

stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
when you realize the magic in Pape'a
It makes such misery
Diapepsin.
vanish in five minutos.
If your stomach is In a continuous
revolt if you cant get it regulated,
please, for your sake, try Diapepsin.

It's so needless to have a bad stom
ach make your next meal a favorite
food meal, then take a little Diapep
sin. There will not be any distress
eat without fear. It' because Pape's
Diapepsin "really does, regulate weak
stomachs that gives it it's
millions of sales annually.
case of Pape's
Get a large fifty-cen- t
store. It is
from
any
drug
Diapepsin
the quickest, surest stomach relief
and cure known. It acts alniost like
magic it Is a scientific, harmless
and pleasant preparation which truly
belongs

in every home.

ELECTRICIANS

IN

SESSION.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 14. Members
of the Rejuvenated Order of the Sons
of Jovo, a secret society of men engaged in the electrical industry in all
parts of the United States and
are rounding up in this city for
A leading
their annual convention.
feature of the gathering will be the
initiation of 300 candidates, the ceremonies to be preceded by a night parade, in which members of the organization, costumed as Imps, will play
an Important part.
Can-Iad-

J. W. Copeland,

of Dayton,

Ohio,

nurchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
a cold, and before the bottle was all
used the bov's cold was gone. Is that
not. better thnn to pay a five dollar
doctor s bin" For sale by all dealei'B

GREATER

....

SPEED-GREATE- R
'

i

ACCURACY-GREATE- R
.

EFFICIENCY

Are The Logical Results of Installing the

Uoder wood

11

ypewriter

Exclusive Underwood Features flake Possible the Most
Systems of Modern Accounting
Important Labor-Saving

The ever growing demand puts the annual sales of Underwoods far
ahead of those of any other machine making necessary the largest typewriter factory and the largest typewriter office building in the wor'.d.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable
dence of the practical mechanical superiority of

evi-

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

Underwood Typewriter Co., Incorporated
El Paso, Texas
3op North Oregon St,

rem
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HE

THE

'MILLIONAIRE
KID"
RETURNS
FROM RATON READY TO
MAKE HIS TALK GOOD.

Harry Gibson, the "millionaire
kid," who last Thursday evening
went to Raton for a several days' vis
it accompanied by Sheriff Hixen
baugh of Colfax' county, returned to
Las Vegas Saturday evening. In an
interview with a representative of
The Optic he stated that he had come
back to Las Vegas to "square" himself
and to live down what he terms tbe
idle gossip and scandal concerning
him twhich have been going about
town 'for the past few dayB. Gibson
said that on Friday morning at Raton
his case came tip before the local
court, and after a fifteen minute discussion of the situation he was allowed to go. While the charge of
desertion which were brought against
him by Mrs. Gibson No. 1 were proven Jalse.
Gibspn states . that the marriage to
hip frst wife occurred October 28,
1911, jfend that he was divorced from
her May 4, 1912. He further states
that 'Jie'ls not the father of three
children, as was reported in Las Ve
gas. He married the present Mrs.
'
Gibson three months ago.
Gibson states that he has a lot of
and that,
money coming to him
w.hether 'or not it arrives, ha will pay
his honest d,ebts, which, he states, do
npt,. Amount to more than $50 In the
whole town. Recently he received a

McCarthy whips kaufman

bout Saturday. McCarty's victory was
cut, the police stopping the con
test after the big Ban Francisco man
had been thrice knocked down hy
the Nebraskan's right crosses to the
chin.
From the outset McCarty took the
offensive. A half mlnuto scarecly had
passed before he whipped his right
to the Jaw and Kaufman's legs wob
bled. This followed a series Of exchanges at close range, "with McCarty
repeatedly crossing with his right to
the jaw, while the Callfornlan content
ed himself with straight lefts, one of
nose. The
which split McCarty's
round closed with honors virtually
even.
The second round lasted two;mi-ute- s
and 40 seconds, and the major
part of this round Kaufman on" the
floor waiting for the :ount. Three
times McCarty dropped him with terrific rights to the chin, Kaufman finally landing in a heap in the laps 'of
the newspaper men, who shoved him
ii
back through the ropes.
Police Captain Shea thereupon
the fight stopped. Refeee
Griffin declared McCarty the winner f..l"J
and the easterner skipped out of the
ring with the crowd cheering him. McCarty was 2 to 1 favorite in the betu
ting.

the army In the Philippine Mauds.
After leaving the. army be enlisted
In the United Slates navy and states
that he had a quartermaster's,
on the United States battleship Connecticut, making iho trip"
mound tbe world on that ship at the
time of the famous eruiise ot the fleet.
He also states in regard' to his service In the United States army and
navy that he has his honorable discharge papers from both department.
Gibson has not decided whether
or not to remain in Las Vegas, and
when his fortune arrives, he may
"quit the town" because of the email
gossip about him, for, as he is an honest man and says he is a deputy sher
iff, he states he cannot afford to have
anybody talking about him, as it is
apt to ruin his reputation.

telegram from Saa Francisco stating
that the draft for his money had gone
through the clearing house and tbat
the bank In 'Frisco was waiting for a
report before, shipping the fortune to
Las Vegas, says Gibson. It Is the wish
s
of Gibson tbat the people of Las
think of him only as an honest
man, for he has the money comiiig
him and when it arrives he will prove
to the people that he is the real "millionaire kid" and not the wife deserter, crook and ibigamist that some
people are declared to have said him
to be. For the title of "millionaire
kid" he says be thanks the public,
but dots not extend his' thanks for
what els,e the public has said about
him, as such small talk can not help
but hurt the reputation of an, honest
ye-ga-

GOODS"

San Francisco, Oct. 14. Luther Mo
15
Nebraska
heavyweight, dis
Carty,
65
of Al Kaufman In the second
7.50 posed
20 round,
ound of their Scheduled
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for its prosperity. It is the small in
dependent factories that would go to
the wall first, leaving the great trusts
In possession of the market and therefore in position to advance its prices
to any figure that it thought the business would bear.
Neither by facts nor by arguments,
therefore, can It be shown that the
tariff is in any way responsible for
the trusts or that its removal would
eliminate trusts. The trust problem
has to be solved through the enactment and enforcement of laws provld;
lng for that degree of regulation
which "will ensure competition and
e
prevent monoply, and not throuyh-th,destruction of a revenue system under
which this country has enjoyed a per
iod of urosnerity unmatched in its
history.
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OPTIC,

! '
man.
Tomorrow Gibson expects to open
the Cafe de Luxe and will continue
doing business at the same old stand.
Besides looking after his Interests In
the cafe, he will continue the veterinary practice, in mhich he states he
has had a thorough' training.
In regard to the various properties
which he has had in view. Gibson
states that it is doubtful if he purchases a certain house and lot on
Sixth street, for, while he was on
his week-entrip to Raton, he says,
the property owner took the keys
away from his wife and disturbed her
peace of mind by wild tales- of her
husband.
Regarding his other property interests, he does not care to
enter into any agreement of any kind
until his fortune arrives, and the only

loss of

-

7.50.

15,000.

Sheep, receipts

Market

13

to 15 cents higher. Muttons $3.25
4.25; lambs. $5.507; range wethers

and yearlings $3.755.50; range ewes

outstanding contract he has at present is a five year lease on the Ward
block on Railroad avenue, which went
into effect October 1.
Gibson i 27 years old and was born
in Garnett, Kansas, where he receiv
He serveu in the
ed his education.
United States army, so he states, and
was wounded four times while with

$2.253.75.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct li. Fear that the
closing of the Dardanelles was inevit

...

December

up.

Albuquerque
November C, 7, 8

3.
War

'...-.-

32;

May
May

.

fare for round
One aodone-fift- h
trip from all points in New Mexico
and from Trinidad and El Paso- Tickets on ualc November 4 to 8 inclusive. Final return limit November 13.
Attendance means Pleasure and

talk resulted In higher prices
for provisions.
First sales were undearer with January
changed to 17
at $19.85 to $19.92 for peck; $11.27
to $10.47
for
for lard and $10.42
ribs. The closing; quotations for the
" f
day were: :.V- s
Wheat, Dec. 64; May

53;

4

REOliCEQ FARE

33.

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Deo.

J

i

.

t,

,

,

Profit -

,

,,,,ti
Very convenient train service in
each direction. .,, ..
Excellent hotels and boarding
houses in Albuquerque. ,
For exact fare from here apply to

99.

62.
34.

,

f

Pork, January $19.52.
Lard, January $11.10.
Ribs, January $10.32.

D. L. BATcbtLOs) Agent
LAS veOAS, N. M.

NEW YORK STOCK .EXCHANGE
New York, Oct. 14. The European
situation continued to exert considerable influence on stocks here today.
Our securities were decidedly lower In
London, losses ranging' from two to
over three points, with Canadian Fa-cifio again the object of greatest weakness. Supporting odds met Initial declines here at nldday. Not a few
issued were being quoted well above
last week's final figures. Bonds were
heavy. Dullness followed the recovery
at midday with Reading the strong

able swept the wheat prices today
citedly upward. A berak in consols
and stocks added to bullish sentiment, feature.
ex-

'

Association

Oats showed similar action to that
to
ot corn. December started
33
and steadied at
up at

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

d

to

1

Nev Mexico Educational

started at 951i to 95, a gain, of 1
1
to 2 V&, reached 95and then
declined to 94. May at oue time
showed an advance of nearly 3 cents
at 100. The close was nervous with
net higher at 93. "
December V8
to
December opened
higher, at
and
to 54, advanced to 54
H
dropped to 64.. Closing prices were
for December, a net
steady at 53

Kansas City, Oct. 14. Oattle, receipts 5,000, including 2,000 southerns. Market steady to 10 cents low
er. Native steers ?6.5011; southern steerB $4.255.90; southern cows
and heifers $3.255.25; native cows
and heifers S3.257.50; stackers and
feeders" $4. 50 7. 50; bulls $4 a. 25;
calves $59; western steers $53.20;
western cows $3. 25 6. 25.
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market stea
dy. Bulk of. sales $8.759,' heavy
$8.909.05; packers and butchers
$S.759; lights $8.608.90; pigs $6

,

'

and caused traders to center attention
on war news. The advance tempted
on the part of holdmuch profit-takin- g
ers, and brought, about a swift change
In quotations.
Opening figures were

?

Prices-shadeThe market closed heavy.
In
the
best
slightly from the
featurewas
market
the
but
last hour
fever-ishneless aside from the continued
of Canadian Pacific. The last
sales, were as follows:, .

87 H
126

Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar

.......109

Atchison
Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading

139
125
1TG

-

-

..

d
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
TARIFF

Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and It helped her at once. It
is the besf cough medicine I ever
heard of. 0- - G. Schaefer and Rec
Cross Drug Co.

It has been so much dinned into the
people's ears that tariff produces and
fosters trusts that our democratic
friends claim to believe it and many
republicans fear it Is true; and yet
there never was a statement which
could Tie so conclusively controverted
nor an argument whose fallacy could
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL.
he so convincingly exposed.
Swarthmore 6; Pennsylvania 3.
There are more trusts in free trade
Harvard 2G; Williams 3.
England than there are In protected
Cornell 14; New York 6.
America.
Yale 16; Lafayette 0.
That one statement ought to be Nebraska 30; Kansas Aggies G.
enough to settle the question.
Iowa 31; Cornwall 0.
There are more trusts in America
Drake 21; Alumni 7
In articles upon the free list than
School
Roila
Missouri
14;
there are In those upon the dutiable Mines 0.
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If the tariff is the mother f trusts
tow are we to account for the coffee
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Aggies 21; Colorado .0. j
California 5; Olympic Club 0.
California Freshman 23; California
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n hi
women wTo fihou
Gossard 'Corse!s fesi are
R we iliRo love (Hem most.
Z?fie

(Rugby.)

them you will like.

A

pair of our shoes cost as much but wear and hold their shape longer than others.

Flannel
No. 1921

Per .Yard

n

of the makes we

Outin
-

'"TWomenjS

i
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Just Received By Express

THE

1

15, 16, 17

3t 10 41,

a

(

at Bacharach's
GirL'crains

BOYS

it j.

Corduroy
Pants

Iron Chid,

AGooJ;
Doul()!e

SIZES

!

,

,

Suits for Men;

;

Women, Each

Correct Shapes In Trimmed

We realize our future business depends on servi

FlanneL All Wool Union

Night Gowns For

(10 Yard Limit)

,

if.

$3.00

ALL SIZES, PER SUIT

w

snap to

More by the pair, Less by 'the year.

carry has been made after years of careful study.

$1.25

All Wool Union

Hats For Women

have; the
i

r

$2.50
Suits for

The boys suits

f

Pay Day Specials For October
Out-ti-

Every pair is

.

1

our customers well

Amoskea

The

WE DO AS WE ADVERTISE.

Let your next BOY'S SUIT be an ALL WOOL ADAMANT.

Men, we carry Stetson and Florshetm Shoes, none Better

The selection

.

Vn

We have selected the very best makes and

.

Lady reader, why not try a Bacharach Suit, Coat or Dress?

Of course, we do not guarantee patent leather shoet.

guaranteed to give satisfaction.

tJ

l912-l3-

r

Just a few words about shoes,
A iW

u

M

Every department is now at its best.

Waratah's (Australian) 6; Stanford

trust, for the Standard Oil trust and 0. (Rugby.)
'
for innumerable other trusts In this
Wesleyan 7, Brown 6.
on
'
the
are
which
in
articles
0.
r.
country
Carlisle 30; Syracuse
"
' w
ire list?
Lehigh 14; Navy 0.
But if, the facte prove tbat trusts
Army 19; Rutgers 0.
can exist independently of the tariff,
H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Arlc.j
ordinary reason and common sense
demonstrate that to reduce the tariff says: "For the past two years I sufkidney trouble had severe
or remove it entirely, can not possibly fered with
across
my back and over my
pains
eliminate the trusts. The only pur
meant death to me
almost
that
hips
n
on a glv-- at times. I used several well known
pose of a reduction of duty
article is to Introduce foreign com lri1nv remftdlan. hut eot no relief un
a low- til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
petition and compel its sale at
I can truthfully say made me a sound
er price. Consider the steel Industry and well
man." O. G. Schaefer, and
controls
trust
steel
the
for example:
Red Cross Drug Co.
business
the
a little more than half of
The remainder of it, ON TRIAL FOR WIFE MURDER.
. of this country.
of
Waxahachio, Texas, Oct. 14. Ollie
nearly 50 per cent, is in the hands
uniIs
concerns.
It
small indenfndent
Beaupro, alleged wife murderer, was
here today ,for
versally, admitted that the gigantic arraigned in court
trust bp reason ot its ownership of trial his case having been brought to
lines Waxahachie on change of venue from
Iron mines, railroads, shipping
'
can
plants';
produce
enfirmous
and
Dallas. Beaupre is" alleged to" have
comkilled his wife with a hatchet at their
cheaperrthan any of its smaller
fr
the liome in Dallas more than a year ago
petitor It Is theTompetftors-oeteel trust, therefore, Who jwouy.pbK This i the second trial of the asej
reducthe first trial having ended in a Jury
be putout ot business by the
"" ''
tion of the price of the goods they disagreement. .
went
still
If
the
cutting
manufacture.
trusts
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jackon, to an extent that even the
the sonville, TexaB, says: "I was down
a
at
profit,
manufacture
could not
kidney trouble and rheumatism
result would simply be to transfer the with
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
the
Involving
mills,
to
foreign
business
and was almost
to backache all the 1time,
saw an ad of Foley
loss of employment in this country
tired of living.
with Kidney Pills and after taking one bota million men or more, together
would tle I was better, and when I had takthe universal disaster which
of en two more I was thoroughly curd.H
nimw the shutting down ot one
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
But
industries.
Co.
the country's greatest
ot the
1flen we would not be rid
mat. wa would simply be deal
ALLEGED SLAYER ON TRIAL.,,
ln- with a foreign organization
Camden, N. J., Oct. 14. The.1 case
to our of Charles Ford, who on March 14
ton
t,f one that Is subject
Bud reflations. And a simi last shot' to death Mrs. Mary Efiie
in
Wagner at her home at parrel
lar demonstration might be made
other
lnaustrj
Springs, was called for trial today "bethe matter of any
...ii.t !. inoTKiiTKi- iinon the tariff fore Supreme Court Judge Garrison.
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You will be delighted with the different lines we can show for Fall and Winter
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wish to announce that prices have never before been more reasonable.
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We specialize on Ready Made Garments for Men, Women and Children.

c

Colorado

3.

M

1

styles are right and qualities superb.

58; Michigan Aggies 7.
Wisconsin 56; Northwestern 0.
Oregon 12; Williamette 0.
Kansas 27;. Missouri Normals 0.

only?
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Michigan

That is another statement which
ought to settle the matter.
If the tariff Is the mother of trusts,
how are we to account for trusts In
England, where the tariff is for reve-
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Shoes For Women

ter Styles including the latest
Models and newest Leather
and Fabric Combinations.

are also sole agents
for the celebrated
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"Buffalo" Jones was a visitor in
Las Vegas today.
C. E. Fuller of Albuquerque was a
visitor in town today. '
A. B. Handing of El Paso was a
.
visitor in Las Vegas today.
.
Ed Spitz, pf, Albuquerque was . in
town today visiting the 'trade.
John W. Powers of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
George A. Fleming spent yesterday
at Watrous, driving out there IB his
,

automobile.
Hall McCormick, a prominent ranchman of Ribera, came into town today
'
to attend the circus.
Dr. J.
to
returned
Cunningham
Las Vegas this afternoon from Sprin-

ger where he spent Sunday.
Dan Kelly, who motored from Trinidad, Colo., to Las Vegas yesterday
returned to Trinidad this morning,
k&h&rlcs RogersAbookkeeper
for the
Agua Pura company, left this afternoon on a week's business trip to La
Junta, Cola
'fllr. and Mrs. L. A. Bell left for Al
buquerque yesterday afternoon, after
having visited their son, J. H. Bell for
several days.
Mrs. F. M. Lyon returned last even
she has
ing from Albuquerque,-wherbeen visiting her mother, Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford, for the past week.
A. P. Moran, who has been in Albu
querque for several days went to San
ta Fe from the Duke City today, and
is expected to arrive home tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Burrell and two
children drove in from the Gallinas
planting station yesterday afternoon to
attend the circus and will remain in
town until tomorrow.
Mrs. H. E. Bergman and her mother, Mrs. P. Hesch, Sr., left for Albion,
Pa., yesterday afternoon. Mrs. Bergman will spend several weeks In Pennsylvania visiting relatives.
Mrs. Wilhite, mother of the mesa
rancher, H. B. WilWte, left last evening for Indianapolis', Ind., where she
account of the
has been called
'
illness of one ofyher sons.
H. L. Turton roundhouse foreman
for the Santa Fe, will leave for Enls,
Texas tomorrow evening on train No.
2. Mr. Turton will take a similar po
sition with the Southern Pacific railroad at Enls.
Pete Knauer came In from his La
Cueva ranch today to attend the cir
cus and will, remain in town until tomorrow.
Mr. Knauer states that he
had exceptionally good crops of oats
and alfalfa,, this year and that his ap
pie yield was excellent
'
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It is not alone the wonderful raiglng

qualities, or tle certainty of results, or
Juniy, Mr uc unuonnuy, or me
economy, that is rapidly making
Calumet th? mast popular Baking
Powder It fa the perfect combination
of all of these things,
You need only to use Calumet
once to make you a
constant user. Ask
your grocer today
test it in your next
Insist on
'"MirJ bakinz.
Calumet.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Expedition,
Chicnffo, 111., Farm f.xpont- -'
'
tion. trance, Murcb, lb 12.
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ARTHHR E. EDMONDS AND

MISS TILLFJAN
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$100,000.00

The Great Western
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Heaters, Stoves bought of us are
set up free

"
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Cedlio Rosenwald
W. Harris
Geo. E. Morrison ,
CM) E, Hanker.

. John

'
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Greece and Bulgaria, was notified by
his government today to prepare to
leave on a moment's notice.
The participation of Greece in the
conflict was almost assured by the
Athens government's deliverance of
an ultimatum demanding the release
of Greek ships seized at Constanti-

FUENIT11EE CO.

Opposite the Y. H. C. A.

TURKS WILL NOT ALLOW
TO INTERVENE

ism

dr"m
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TODAY THAT THEY
MACEDONIA TO
SUIT THEMSELVES.

NUT

LUMP
AND RETAIL

IVVHOLESALE

RUN
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SHITE

nople.
More success has followed the determined advance of the Montenegrin
armies under King Nicholas and
m imjm
Prince Danello. The Montenegrins
lost 100 killed and wounded in their
attack on the town of Byolopolye In
the Sanjak of Novipacar, says an of- handed j.to. the Austro Hungarian
here this morning.
the Montereceived
ficial

ANNOUNCE

WILL

J. E. Brown

"EXECUTIVE COS!S,:iTTE
Sigmund Nahm
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danziger

"COLOlillL"

POMS

DmEQTOnS

Clemente Padilla
Cecilio Rosenwald
Jose A. Baca
John W. Harris
'
Geo. E. Morrison
Bernhard Appel
Geo. H. Hunke?

'

THE

SecreUry

.

'
'

;ce President

ROMERO,

CECIL'O ROSENWALD.
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Oct. 14. Turkey today
London,
report
by
took up the gauntlet thrown down by
' i
the Balkan states aiu events In the negrin consul general here and the
Turks Are Repulsed.
near east crowded close upon another Turks, who fled after the battle to
to hasten what Is believed to be the Sientitza, are said to have suffered
Belgrade, Servia, Oct 14. A body
heavily.
inevitable general outbreak.
of Turkish, troops crossed the Servian
frot&ier at Ristovatz, near Vranya,
The sultan's government formally
5 o'clock this morning and attackat
declined the proffered interference In
Turkish Government Replies.
its proposed introduction of reforms
Constantinople, Oct. 14. The Turk- ed tia Servian garrison there.
In Macedonia and
Fighting went oa Throughout the
coinc.idently' as- ish government declines lo allow the
the frontier. The reports
sumed the offensive itself, invading powers to intervene ia the question day-l- ong
cannon
of
to
Its
Senria.
Macedonian
reforms
firing could be heard at
Servia's representative at of
reply.'
the powers was Vranya coming from the direction of
Constantinople as well as those of the representatives

c

Ristovatz and Villgoeke.
from the frontier says

A dispatch

the Servians

were surprised, but succeeded In
pulsing the Turkish attack.

re-

Turks Are Losing.
Podgoritza, ,Oct 14. The Montenegrin troops yesterday occupied another positlpn still closer to the town
of Guyinye, according to the official
report of General Vukotich, the commander of that division of the Montenegrin army.

WED

shortly after the regular morning worship. It was witnessed by a few intimate friends and the relatives of the
bride and groom. The young couple
kept their plans carefully guarded
and it was not until a short time before the ceremony that their friends
learned they were to be married yes,
terday.
Mr, Edmonds and his bride became
acquainted several years ago while
attending a normal Bchool in the east.
Mrs. Edmonds Is the daughter of
'
315

-

CLEOFiIS

7

)

also carry a fine line of

We

uLLLLiliy lilkli.' pllitlra il Jute I.
The Store That Sells For Less

o'clock yesterday, afternoon
Miss Beulah Tillman and Mr. Arthur
E. Edmonds were united in marriage
by Rev E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
First Methodist church. The ceremony occurred in the church edifice

Tillman,

-

DOAHZJ OF
Sigmund Nahm
Daniel Casaidy
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danzlger
D. L, Bachelor
Elmer E. Veeder
Joi,e Felix Esquibel

1
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i
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GFFISEnS ' AED EIREQTORS

POPULAR YOUNG WOMAN AND
LAS VEGAS TEACHER SURPRISE FRIENDS.

Mrs.

.

.

JOHN W. ILUIRIS, President.'
GEO. H. HUNKER, Vfca President'
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THIS
PERFORMANCE
IS WELL WORTH
SEEING

'

'

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
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Capital

It's here kids.
The Al G. Barnes circus, the largest
trained animal exhibition in America,
arrived in Las Vegas early this morn
Long before the average small
ing
was
awake the rumble of heavy,
boy
red circus wagons could be heard on
the streets.
As usual a large recition committee of small boys who simply could not
be kept away were on hand to welcome the showmen. The circus came
in three sections, there being ?.2 cars
,
altogether.
One of the first persons to alight
was the circus mail carrier who hastened to the postoffice on the first of
three trips he daily makes to the gov
ernment station. At his heels was the
general manager, whose n ultifarious
duties require an early rising. Not far
behind could be observed the circus
detective who moved lowly through
the railroad yards observing faces and
figures and approaching toy easy
stages the local police station whert
he proposed to identify any dangerous
crooks who might have been arrested
on vagrancy charges. The Al G.
Barnes circus management always co
operates with city .governments in
maintaining good order.
Large numbers of people journeyed
to the show grounds on the north end
of Sixth street early! In the day to
watch, the canvasmen putting up the
big tents. At noon occurred the big
street parade, which was Jong and
full of interesting sights. The after
noon performance began at 2 o'clock.
It waa well attended, the country people having cotne In from all directions
to witness the big show. The show is
"
bright, clean and amusing. Those
who saw it this afternoon were well
pleased and a large crowd may be expected at the. evening performance

Trust Company

Peoples Bank &

1
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Attorney Willianr G. Haydon went
to Raton yesterday afternoon and
wil remain there for several days attending the session of the district)
court.
'.' U? ; ; '
Wolfe Morants returned to Las Vegas yesterday morning from a several
weeks' trip to various parts of Kansas, where he has been spending Tis
vacation.
.
Herman Ilfeld returned to Las Vegas yesterday afternoon from a several days' visit to the 'iffeld ranch,
which is located in the southern y&A
of the state.
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaaer and child
returned to Las Vegas yesterday
morning from Wisconsin where they
have been visiting friends and relatives for the past four weeks.
Herbert W. Clark, chairman of ,he
republican state committee, left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe where
he will remain for several days looking after the interests of the republican party in the present
Gust Holm, a prominent contractor
of Rockford, 111., after spending sev
eral days in Las Vegas and vicinity
left last evening for his home. Mr.
Holm has several" mining "projects in
view and expects to return to Las
Veeas in the future to ..Investigate
'
them.
vi' it

A

DOEOTflY DODD

afternoon from a
cava' visit
in Albuquerque.
J. C. Byron, district auditor tor the
Harvey hoaso system; was a visitor
in Las Vegas yeeterday...
Mrs. S. E. York t yesterday afternoon from Phoenix, Ariz., where, she
expects to spend the winter.
J. A. Baca left yesterday afternoon
for his ranch at Rociada and will be
out of town fo several days. '
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gosch leh, Saturday evening for Albuquerque where
they are to make their home.
Napoleon Fontaine went ' to "Raton
yesterday afternoon, to attend the
'
session of the district court.
Rev. J. S. Moore returned this afternoon from Raton where he wenc
'
to hold services last evening."'
Attorney A. A. Jones returned yesterday afternoon from a ten days'
business trip to Kansas Ci$tin4 fchl- Miss Ruby Moore left yesterday af
ternoon for Ute Park where she has
accepted a position as teacher in the
'
'"'
public schools.
II. O. Snyder, who ,is th6 Siutual
Life Insurance Company district man
ager, returned yesterday afternoon
'''''
from Albuquerque.
.
Mrs. C. L. M. Baily and hei1 daughter, Miss Marie Mann, left yesterday
afternoon for Denver and will visit
there during this week.
Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., left yes
terday afternoon for Raton' where he
will attend the session of the district
court for several days.
,
Harry Herring,- - agent forthe Ever- itt automobile, returned last,, evening from a several days' business trip
in Santa Pe and Albuquerque.
II. O. Potter, the candy manufacturer, left for Raton ' yesterday afternoon on a business trip and will re
main there for several days.
v
Edward C. Springer, who has been
spending several days in Las Vegas,
returned to the Springer,, ranch at
Springer yesterday Wtfirnijon.
E. TJ Plowman arrived Tint1 Las Ve
a trip
gas yesterday afternoon
in the southern part of the state and
will remain in Las Vegaa for several

MONDAY,

RRIVES II

Cleofua Romero returned Saturday
evening from Albuquerque.
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound was
a visitor in Lag Vegas yesterday.
William Woods returned yesterday

lit
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Garments at prices that Please,
SKIRTS-AI- I
the new shades. 5 II
I
WAISTS-Tailore- d
and Fancy.
HOUSE DRESSES AI1 house dressed at cost.

COATS-Attracti- ve

iVt

Ninth

street. She has resided in Las Vegas
for several years, having come here
from Salina, Kan., to take a position
in the Murphey drug store. Mr. Ed
monds principal of the grades (In
the Castle school building. This is his
second year here. He is an efficient
teacher and has a host of friends
among the pupils, their parents and
Mr. and
many other Laa Vegans.
Mrs. Edmonds will reside in Las Ve

51

10 yds OuJini..
10 yds Precale ISc quality
Serpentine Crepe

Lare

Dr. W. T. Brown and party motor
ed in from Watrous today to attend
the circus.
DISASTROUS AUTO ACCIDENT
Chicago, Oct. 14. An automobile
Wntfv'nitig four men ran at full speed
early today against' the brick wall surrounding Seward park.! The collision
fractured the skulls of two of the meu,
tiroke several ribs of another and
splintered the loft leg of a fourth passenger. The fifth man received many

cuts about the face and scalp. Henry
Eschenburg and Frank Harrity, who
were the most severely injured, are
expected to die.,
JUBILEE OF PHILATELY.
London, Oct. 14. King Gewge has
loaned a large part of his magnificent
stamp collection for display at the inwhich
ternational .stamp exhibition,
opened in the Royal Horticultural
hall, Westminster, today and will continue through the remainder of the
The exhibition Was arranged
week
by thev Jnior Philatelic society to
mark the jubilee of philately.

;

r

Sizes

i

:?;

3;

Models

10 yds Muslin, 10c quality.

1
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and tip
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COkDUROYi!

Every Garment

Makes Nifty Suits
We Have it.

!

FANCY WORK

Comfort Coverings
Large Assortment

f

Pillow Covers
Table Covers
Laundry Bags

of Patterns

7

t-- 2o

to 50o

-

BLANKETS

50c to $10.00
We Sell St. Mary's

'

--

Wool Blankets

iiaveyouseeu
Those New'
'

'"

Changeable Silks
.,!

,

.,

'.

"

JJetter Take a
,

of our Guaranteed

Look--

.

.'

Flannelette Qawns

CAPE GLOVES

White and Colors

$1.50

6Soto$1,5Q

BRASSIERES

RIBBONS
Take a look

New Lot

1

All

a Bargain

"

'

ii'.'1
Tiy a Pair

Every pair
Guaranteed

90

Underwear.

f

Everything that
is newest in
Dress Trimi .ings

j,

j

i

05

Jies'j Misses', Children's

rmrjittixas

e

AHClorsi;(

--

39

Special......

BROKEN LOT

-

"

$1.00 to $5.00

and Short

$1,00

,18

All the New

hid cloves
Longr

Wool Cashmeres Very
Calico Prints
411

1.15

Very Attractive
$1.00 and up.

i

,90,

AMERICAN L4DY CORSETS

COMFORTS

gas.

$

CCo to CIOO

at our fancy
Ribbons

Bath MoBes For Ladies, and Men
Children's Dresses, All Colors
:

f
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fathar of the rebel leader wus taken

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

Business,,
Directory
G fc'iJ T.tlA Ifill

01 IE L

17. FLINT, Prop
Cor GratidHand Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

FJRS.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor
416

Gr and Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

J

'
Parte, Oct. 14. The aft or aerial
a
to
warfare him advanced
su;h staso
that army aeroplanes will new have
to be divided Into different classes,
in the some way as are naval vessels,
in the opinion of the heads of the
French Army Aviation corps. Light
and mobile aeroplanes easily taken to
in wagons
pieces and transported
which could go anywhere like ammunition wagons will have to he attached to the front to act as the eyes of
the army. Just as the cavalry now
has its own machine guns, ao It will in
future bave Its own aeroplanes. In
the rear of the army the heavy ar
mored aeroplanes with high power mo
tors will be Installed in aviation
camps. These machines will be the
battleships of the air, just as the first
line aeroplanes will be the destroy-

ers.
Basing his
formances of
took part In
manuevers, a

observations on the perthe two dirigibles which
the recent French war
'
PETER P. MACKEL
French expert concludes
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
that the dirigible in its present form is
antiouated and useless. : The alleged
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
balloon-shedand Glazing.
mobility of the portable
A dirlgihle
a
Given.
to
be
declares
myth.
he
Estimates Cheerfully
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town reauires 320 men to handle It, while
three squadrons of aeroplanes need

H. 0. YOUNG
lawn;mowers sharpened

Bicycle aio
General Repairkij?
E. Las Vegas
Street

tcck and iWunsmith
520-6t- h

Automobile, Carriage &

at an 0.paint in o
N.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

429

in custody.

PLAZA HOTEL

only 250.
The swifter of, the two dirigibles employed at the recent maneuvers took
more than ten hours to reconnoitre a
radius of 250 miles, while the least
rapid biplane took only two hours and
a half to scout a region of 130 miles
and other aeroplanes three hours, Ave
minutes to travel about 200 miles.
Counting from the day of departure
for the maneuvers, the 36 army airmen
who had no accident of any kind, out
of the total number of 49 engaged in
the operations, flew about 22,320 miles
altogether. The remaining 13 who
broke down aggregated 3,224 miles.
Adding the 1,984 miles flown bythe
eight aeroplanes of the reserve,, the
total distance flown by the aeroplanes
engaged in the maneuvers amounted
to 27,528 miles.

NEWLY KEMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories
Steaui Heat
Private Telephones
A hitherto Inviolable tradition In
Rates $2.50 per day and up
connection with the election of an "ImAMERICAN PLAN
mortal," or member of the French
Special Bates by Week or Month aoademy, will be violated In the case
of General Lyautey, the successor of
in the District Court of the Fourth Henri Houssaye Owing to his abJudicial District, In and lor the sence at the head of the French as
County of gan Miguel, State of my in Morocco, he will not be able to
call formally on the other 39 members
New Mexico.
of the academy before his election on
Columbia Hughes Vaughan,
October 31.
Plaintiff,
Of the three candidates for the seat
vs.
,
No. 7440
left vacant, two have formally withHorace G. Vaughan,
drawn, Reaving General Lyautey as the
Defendant.
sole candidate. That eminent sol
To the above named defendant:
inevitable election, is a matter
dier's
You will please take notice that an
recent
action for divorce on the grounds of for pouular rejoicing, since
in Morocco have made him a
deeds
Abandonment
and
has
been begun against you by the plaln- - national hero.
with the election
tiir above named, and that the same ,In connection
unearthed from the con
has
somebody
Is now pending, and that unless you
stitution of the academy a- legally en
enter your appearance therein on or acted article which
expressly forbids
before Monday, the 11th day of Nov- solicitation of votes for election, the
ember, 1912, Judgment by default will purpose,
naturally, of the 39 visits.
5e taken against you.
Older academicians say that the dis"The name and address of plaintiff's
covery of the "curious" article will
attorneys Is Catron and Catron, Suite render life desolate, for them, as the
i-Catron Block, Santa Fe, New Mex- calls of
distinguished seekers aftet
ico.
one of France's highest honors ha I
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
been always delightful.

Others who for various reason have
left the service of the rabel chief voluntarily include Alfonso Castaneda,
the recipients was a veteran soldier chief of staff, Migael Qulroga,. and
trom that conflict, the oldest being Jose Serret. These three left 'together and eutablished their temporary
122 years of age.
was
some
It
the same story
years homes in Canada. Castaneda and Serago when monuments were erected ret had been In the regular army, the
on the battlefield of Waterloo, al latter at one time paymaster general.
though In that case few of the veter- Quiroga is a resident of San Anton '.o,
Texas, though a citizen of Monterey,
ans were a hundred years old.
In Paris itself the discovery of a Mexico. . Jose Ponce and Jose Onsa-res- ,
both colonels in the rebel estabman or woman who is a hundred years
eld loads invariably to the organiza- lishment, are reported to have gone
tion of some sort of festivity in honor together to the United States. Casa-re-s
was paymaster general of the rebof one who has seen so much
Cru-cehistory made and unmade In his time, j el army. Hi home was at 'Las
Mex- N.
M.
was
of
citizen
Ponce
Item
j
about
the
aged person's
Every
habits is counted as of the utmost in- ico, but the greater part of his. life
terest. Doe she smoke a pipe? Does was spent in the United States.
Two others who are out of the fighthe drink white wine or red? Are vegetables his diet, and does he sleep out ing are Rlcardo Gomez Robelo' and
of doors, end bathe more than weekly David de la Fuente, both residents of
the Mexican capital. Both have been
and in cold water?
The statistics of the city show that tried at El Paso on the charge of conwithin the walls are no less than !" spiring tO(violate the neutrality law3
people who have passed their hun- and exonerated. Due to the injury of
dredth birthday and 48 who will very an arm by a bursting shell at the
soon do so. Of, persons more than 90 battle of Villa Lopez, de la Fuente
years old there are 623, while of oc- probably never will return to the field.
All these men were of the type who
togenarians the metropolis holds
Of
there Is a veri- can wear evening clothes without ap
table army.
pearing "dressed up." There remain
in the field many of their type, hut
Mexico City, Oct 14. The Mexican the dominant element at present is the
people must be prepared to be gov- plainer atid perhaps sterner material,
erned by a dictator "who will rule by though at no time did the departed elethe sword" If they fail to support the ment show signs of less courage as
present administration, according to long as they were in the revolution.
President Madero.
W. A. Rimes, Rust on, La., writes:
The statement was made In a speech
at a banquet at which the guests "Sometime ago I took Foley. Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
.were congressmen and politicians In have
been marvellous, for I. feel like
private life. The banqueters retired a new man. I suffered from kidney
with only an indistinct idea of just and bladder troubles, hut Foley Kid
what it was the president had meant ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
from kidney trouthem to all
and since then the public generally ble." 0. G.sufferers
Schaefer and Red Cross
has done much guessing as to his real Drug Co.
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CLASSIFIED AOVEH--'
N. O. Herman, W. IS.:
it. Murray.
TI6EMENTS
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t
Five centt per line eacn Insertion. Secretary.-Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leas space than two
VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. i.
FOR

y

line.

advertla menta charged
wll be booked at apace actually
ulur conclave) leceaA Tmaa-witnout regard to number of word
day in each moatn at Ma
Cash In advance preferred.
sonic TeuiDle at 7:30 d. m. C. U.
R
Boucher, 8- - 0., Chaa. Tnume,
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Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eacli
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,

B. P. O. ELKS

..Secretary.
L.
'

0. O. MOOSE Meets iirst and
third Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
cordially invited. Dr, H. W. Houf,
Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.

I.

ATTOKNEYS

Mtro;
pstrm;

a

'.'.

FOR RENT Two rooms at La Pen
. .
sion hotel.

J. E. ROSEN WALO LODGE
I. O.' of B. B.'-Me- ete

NO. 54

Try

Ural

Tuesday of the month In the reatry
rooma of Temple Monteflore at I
o'clock p. m. Ylsltinjr brother ax.
cordially biTlted
Isaac
Appei
Prealdent; Charlea Oreenclay. Set
retary.

FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
.ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people. ; See Cutleri Broth- era.

FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms,; In the New Elks' KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'
NO. B04. Meeta second and Joan
' Home.
Thu-da- y
in O. R. C. hall. Fiona.
building. Visiting membera are
d tally lnrled.
Peter Emenaket, G
K., Richard Devtne, T. B

c

F, LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening a
their ha'l on Sixth etieeL All vigit
ing brethren cordially invited to a
tend. J . 0. FYidenstlne, N. Q.
Frank Friaa, V. O.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

.

F- -

O. E.

Meets first and third Tnea
month, at Wooc
man hall. Visiting Brother
dlally invited to' attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C Ward, 8v

day

evenings-eac-

retary.

...
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Jena yon one of these beautiful sets
freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department ofbythe
Larabee Flour Mills Company,
auscmlnson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons in LABABRE'8 Flour are also Rood for Roners? silverware
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
D
Flour that makes Baking
MAN-MILLE-

6
L

GE1

a Delphi

AT YOUH DOOR

UC4

.WE8T
1:20 p.
6:10 a
4;4 p.

1..

No.

No. 8
N-

1

-

0..;...6:35

No.

BOUND
m
m

Bt

11:10

p.

m

1.

bl
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m

m..

m

BOUf,D
m.
1:41 p.
m
6:15 9
m .,.,,.4:60 p.

,.7:00

p. m
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Take Hall's Family Pills for

pation,

consti-

.

j

H. E. Archer, merchant of West- over, Ala., states:
"My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe ha could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of Fo
ley's, Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents of one bottle, he waa well. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is
kept continually In our house. It la
perfectly safe and effective." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Each
Iba..

E.o

DeHar,

85c
We

DeBvery
toe. U MB Iba. Each DeSvary
Than 6 Iba, Each Driver,

m

p7 lit ,L

4c peMfl

I(4

r
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ry""."'i ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
SM&J

cgupoiiio

Telephone

or call and

vye

f.CBr,L E3T
will have

our demonstrator

show you.

en

Las-Vega'-

--

..

'Automobile, ft Machine

Co.;

Classified ads. search out the
people to'
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
things

mos!
particular
worth
hat PrPe7
Wa0t t0 8611 is W0RTH MOST
to .ome-onwho reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would
never
hear of your property unless it were
advertised here
'

T

e

V J
sn tor' books, automobiles
used machinery and .
l.urnirare( articles of usefulness of ant
sort, and musical instruments. '
A9the classified ads. are real
by all possible b.wr nt
."

-

Phone Main 344.

Whalen,

&

Fowler Preps

V,
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure "deaf
ness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube 'is inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deaf-nes- s
Is the. result, and unless the In
flammation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its norma conditions.
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition ot the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot he cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
"Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Pjl
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FOR THE CHILDREN

a

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice,
and Lasting Qualitks of Which Have Made Las Vejra?
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

FULLY EQUIPPED

.

EAST
Arrive
No. X
:10 p
No. 4. ...11:06 u
No. 8.... 1:15 a.
No. ,10.... 1:45 p.

RETAIL PRICES

H. to Hm

ma

TIME CASQ

LOCAL

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ALL GROCERS

OVERLAND

.'

.

REQULAK RETAIL VALUe.

mi

H

Keeper

Records and

HUNKER A HUNKER
Jaaiea O. ftsttedtfe
Chester A. Hnak
Mra, George Trtp, Geo. H, Hunker
Secretary. Phone Mala tti. 120
Attorneys at Law.
Las Vegas,
New Maxle
Qraad arena. ,
Worthy
Wortky

First class family cow.
fresh next week. Corner National
and Railroad avenue.

We pnrchnsed "eve! arlond of this beantifni Ilnner-wrand on
larare purchase enabled the mauufaoturer to give as an exclusive deslxrii
and a very low prtoe, We are charging part of the oot to "advertising
ask
only
Toq to pay a percentage of the aotnal cost of the
ipense," and
,of a beautiful "Oosmo" deslKn and cannot be duplicated In
guallty for leas than 114 in any retail oblna store. It is guaranteed by bota
manufacturer and ourselves.
tie
There la a coupon In every sack of LARABBB'S Flour. Send us five
coupons and $s.(K) In cash, dralt, postal or exprnsa money order, and we will

1,050

'

0xt aaa taira rrtdayi in
Haatwit Ti$i. Itn. T. & Bowen,

FOR SALE

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
S3.S0
EMPRESS Flour CASH

d

Invite.
lieb

y,

mi
ri -

E.

Ch 0 e i 1 o I
d
if ' iniinander. Ilarry
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L.A8 VEGAt CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
ARCH MASONaV Eesilar convoca
tion trot Moaday In each
?
iam& at ftfaaonia Tem
ple, at 7;t0 9. to. IL a.
WlUIama. H. P.; T. O
Blood, Secretary.
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For Rtsi

and if the government freely elected
by .the people cannot sustain Itself It
will be proof that the Mexican peoIt
ple are incapable of democracy.
would then be necessary to call a dictator who will govern by the aword."
The president also bitterly assailed
the press, an Insttiution for whose
untrammeled liberty he fought. "The
portion of the press which has survlv
ed," said the president, "Is In its majority a relic of the old regime. It
tries to alarm and to deceive the peo
ple, but it tried to do so for 30 years
and still the people revolted, and
they will refuse to believe it now.'

How much reliance the- executive
can place up the support of congress
this fall and winter is not known.
Clerk.
Juvenile crime Is Increasing in an That President Madero became wor
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
alarming way In France, according to ried during the first days of the ses
Tn the District Court, County of San the recently published statistics of sion was evident It had appeared
that the government party; or the
the courts of justice for 1910.
Miguel, September 11, 1912.
-- Facundo
Some 36 per cent of all persons ac progressives had the control ot the
Herrera
vs.
No. 7438 oused of crime are minors. A similar chamJber when that body was gathertendency has been observed In- Eng- ing at the capital, but. not a week had
Margarita Hernandez de Herrera.
The said defendant, Margarita Her- land and Germany, and the question passed when it became apparent that
nandez de Herrera ls'hereby notified is receiving the serious thought of the chamber had been split into many
factions, giving no party the control.
that a suit in divorce has been com- criminologists.
Worse still, men who had been electA
is
second
of
revelation
the
tables
menced against you in the District
half- - ed by the votes of one party eolem-lof
the
remarkable
preponderance
'Court for the County of San Miguel
announced their own political views
State of New Mexico, by said plaintiff, educated people among criminals as
as different from that of their coueU-tuent- s
alcontrasted
with
and
wherein he prays that by decree of
and lined up with one of the
well
this Honorable Court, he may be together uneducated ones; The
factions.
or fairly well educated
many
contribute
granted an absolute divorce from the about half as many
All that became certain early in the
culprits as do the
said defendant on the grounds of detout it Is from the session was that there was a strong
Illiterate,
totally
sertion and abandonment. That un- class
of meagerly educated that all but group who declared their support of
less you enter or cause to be entered a
trifling number of misdoers spring. the adminlstartion "so long as they
your appearance in said suit on or
At present not far from hal fa mil- approved of the government's measbefore the 18th da of November, A. lion cases are
brought before the low- ures." The conversation most freD. 1912, decree Pro Confesso therein est
in a year. It appears quently heard In the lobby was that
courts
police
will be rendered against you.
that criminality of a serious charac- "congress now was going to conduct
L. C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas, New ter has shown
practically no change the affairs of the country; that conMexico, attorney for plaintiff.
gress would give instructions to the
for the past ten years.
LORENZO DELGADO.
Seal)
Crimes against property have de- president rather than receive them."
Clerk.
creased notably In numbers, result,
it Is said, of the exceptional severity
Adversity has resulted in an alterawith which such matters are treated tion of the
personnel of Pascual
not only by Judges but by juries.
Orozco's immediate following.
The
The same can scarcely be said for rough riding of the
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
guerilla warfare
QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE crimes of vlolencfe against persons, made necessary by the campa'gn of
French juries, in particular, being all General Huerta and by the efficiency
NO OPIATE8
NO NARCOTICS
too ready to wax sentimental over of American authorities in
HONEY
TAR the pleas of passion, temptation, and the exportation of arms andpreventing
ammuniso on, invariably put forward by ac- tion, did not
appeal to a number of the
cused persons.
more fastidious rebels, and they have
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
disappeared from Orozco's army.
nuii.Kiy mro lKUUf, WKUNUtUliS, Of
One of the first to go was Genza'.o
Parisians have again demonstrated
2PNEUMONIA which often means a
of
love
the
the
a polished product of ttie eld
their
lively
by
aged
Enrile,
FOLEY'S
HONEY
fatality. Keep
AND TAR COMPOUND always In thai interest they have taken In the per- regime who had charge of the treasaiouse ana give at nrst sign of a cold, sonalities of the five men to whom ury of the rebels. Jose
Cordoba, who
fr
ilefuss substitutes,
the emperor of Russia presented me- bore the title "general secretaiy of
O. G. 8chaefr
was one of those captured
dals at the centenary of the battle of
Red Cross Drug Co.
Borodino, or Moscova. Every one of by Americans at OJlnaga yhen the

SHORT ORDERS AND SuGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NAI'.I.R
I. WAYS HAXDLED

THE BEST

FOR SALE Good jack; three years
old; a bargain. Inquire of William FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10
Maeta erery Monday
Shiillnglaw, Investment and Ageil
night at
O. E. C. Hall, 00
tf.
cy Corporation.
Douglaa avanne, at
8 o'eiocfc
VUitlsg member. ,r- FOR SALE Household furniture and
JB.
cordlally welcome,
Ckshrlng,
house for rent, 902 Third street.
prealdent; J. T. Butler, secretary ;
C. H. BaJlj,
,trenrw.
Here is a' woman Vho speaks from
Orfe house and lot,; one
SALE
FOR
personal knowledge and long experihouse and two lots. A snap for MODERN WOODMEN OF
ence, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of WilAMERICA
cash.
Must sell this month
son, Pa., who says, "I know from exSee
Meet in the forest of brotherly
perience that Chamberlain's Cough
Cutler Brothers.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall,
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
on the second and fourth
For croup there is nothing that exFridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
cels 1." For sale by all dealers.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk'.
Visiting neighbors are especially
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
COPA84
welcome and cordially invited.
710 Gran4 avenue.
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meaning.
When Madero was spreading the
doctrine of equality and democracy,
there were few who would have believed there was the making of a despotic dictator In him. Since then,
however, by his Invocation of the law
of suspension of constitutional guarantees, he has displayed some of the
signs of a successful "Iron Man."
Many have suggested that President
Madero was warning them that fee
himself would be the one to "rule by
the sword."
"Long ago," said the president,
"when I first began my work, I decided that the will of the people was
the will of God. This will must be
respected, and I consider It my duty
to see that It Is. The present government has fullfilled Its promises,
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in wnich the Paraon and Mr. Pepper
I
neir independence.
That afternoon, when dinner wag
' ;over,
the Reverend John decided to
malt a tovr duty calls. The first of
i these he determined
should be on the
'
,
,
Peppers.
, .'
The Pepper house was situated
just
. off the main road on the lane leading
over the dunes to the ocean and the
light. It was a small building, Its
white paint dingy and storm beaten,
Rnd Its little fenced-ifront yard dotted thickly with clumps of silver-lea-f
saplings. A sign, nailed crookedly on
a post. Informed those seeking
such Information that within was to be found
"Abishal Q. W. Pepper. Tax Collector,
Assessor, Boots and Shoes Repaired.?
And beneath thl was fastened a shingle with the chalked notice. "Salt Hay
for Sale."
The boot and shoe portion of the
first sign wag a relio of other days.
Kyan had been a cobbler once, but It
Is discouraging; to wait three or four
weeks while the pair of boots one has
left to be resoled are forgotten in a
corner.
The mintster walked np the dusty
lane, .lifted the Pepper gate, swung it
back on .its one hinge, and knocked
'at the front door. No one corning in
answer to the knock, he tried again.
Then from somewhere in the rear of
tha house came the sound of a human

"s

n

.

l.er. Run around to the door. Mr. El- :ry, quick. And don't tell her I've
teen you, for mercy Bakes!' Don't
i:ow, will ye? Please! Run!"
l

The minister did not run, but. he

walked briBkly aroun
the corner.
:.'ure enough,- Lavinia was there, Just
unlocking the door. She expressed hereof as very glad to see-thcaller,
uahered him into the sitting room and
disappeared; returning In another mo-- i
mcnt with her brother, whom shesaid had been taking a nap.
Abiahai did not. contradict her; In
stead, he merely looked apprehensive-

ly

at the minister.

The call was a short one. Lavinia
cMd
s
of the talking and
Ellery the rest. Kyan was silent.
He fold no one of Kyan's confi
dential disclosure, and, after some
speculation as to whether Or not there
might be a sequel, put the whole lu
dicrous affair out of his m,ind. A week
from the following Sunday he dined in
state at the Daniels', table. Captain
seven-eighth-

,

Elkanah was gracious and condescending. Annabel was more ' than that.
She was dressed In her newest gown
and was so very guBhing and affable
that the minister felt rather embar
rassed. When, after the meal was
over, Captain Elkanah excused himself
and went upstairs for his Sabbath nap,
the embarrassment redoubled. Miss
-

Annabel spoke, very .confidentially of
her loneliness" without "congenial society," of how very muoh she' did en
joy Mr. Ellery's Intellectual sermons,
arid especially what a treat it had been
voice. ',
to have him as a guest '
;
"Hi!" it called faintly. "Whoever ' He
left the
house as soon as he
'you be, don't bust that door down. could withoutbig
and
giving
offense,
!Come round here."

Ellery "came along" as far as the
angle where the ell joined the main
jbody of the house. So far as he could
isee every door and window was closed
.and there were no Bigns of life. Howd
ever, he stepped to the door, a
affair of boards, and ventured
another knock.
"Don't start that poundin' again!"
'protested the voice. "Come round to
ifother side where I he."
So around went the Reverend John,
- smiling
broadly. But, even ori "t'other
side" there was no one to be Been.
And no door, for that matter.
; "Why!"
'exclaimed the, voice, "if
'tain't Mr. Ellery! How d'ye do? Glad
to see you, Mr. Ellery. Fine day, ain't
It? Here I be at this window."
Sure enough; one, of the windows
oft this side of .the houBe was raised
nbout'slx inches at the bottom, the
shade, was up, and peering beneath the
sash the "minister discerned the" expressive features of Abishal Pepper
or as much of those features' as the
size of the opening permitted to be
seen.
.,
"Oh!" exclaimed the visitor, "is that
you, Mr. Pepper? Well, I'm glad to
see you, at last. You are rather hard
to see, even now."
you?"
"Erer come to call, didintention."
'
"Why, yes, that was my
' "Hum! Er er Laviny, she's gone
over to Thankful Payne's. She heard
that Thankful's cousin up to Mlddle-bor-o
had died passed away, I mean
and she .thought she'd run over and
find out if Thankful was willed anything. She said she'd be back pretty
green-painte-

j

:

,

'

.

started back toward the parsonage.
But ther afternoon was so fine and the
early summer air so delightful that
he changed his mind and, jumping the
fence at the .foot of Cannon Hill, set
off across the fields toward the bluffs
and the bay shore.
The sun was low In the weBt as he
entered the grove of pines on the bluff.
The red light between the boughs
made brilliant carpet patterns on the
thick pine, needles and the smell was
balsamy and sweet. Between the tree
trunks he caught glimpses of the
fiats, now partially covered, and they
reminded him of his narrow escape
and of Nat Hammond, his rescuer.
Thinking of the Hammond family
reminded him of another member of
it. Not that he needed to be reminded; he had thought of her often
enough since she ran away from him
in the rain that night And then he
saw her. She was standing just at the
outer edge of the grove, leaning
against a tree and looking toward the
sunset. She wore a simple white dress
and her hat hung upon her shoulders
by its ribbons.' The rosy light edged
the white gown with pink and the
fringes of her dark hair were crinkly
lines of fire. Her face was grave, al'
most sad.
John Ellery stood still, with one foot
uplifted for a step. The girl looked
out over the water and he ldoked at
her. Then a crow,, one of several
whirling above the pines, spied the intruder and screamed a warning. The
minister was startled and stepped
back. A dead limb beneath his foot
cratked sharply. Grace turned and
-

V

soon."
saw him. f i
.
Oh!" she cried. "Who is it?"
"Very well. Then, as she won't be
gone long, perhaps I'll come in and
Ellery emerged from the Bhadow.
"Don't be frightened, Miss ,Vah
wait".
"You see, Mr. Ellery," stammered Horne.V he said. "It is er I."
"You came to see the sunset, I
'Kyan, "I I'd like to have you come in
fust rate, but er Laviny she's got suppose?" she said hurriedly, as if to
Oh, consarn It head off a. question. "So did I. 'It is
the key. She she
me in this a beautiful evening for a walk, isn't
locked
she's
Mr.
Ellery,
gall,
''
so's J won't get out it?"
room
.,.
She' had said precisely the same
and go somewheres without her know-Iit."
thing on that other evening, when
continued they stood in the middle of "Ham"She done It
in the driving rain.
Kyan, in a burst of confidence. '!She mond's Turn-off"- ,
He remembered it, and bo, evidently,
had me put one of them
spring locks on the door of thiB room did she, for she colored slightly and
i
t'other" day, !cause she said she was smiled. '
"I mean it this tlme.T she said. "I'm
afraid of tramps and wanted some
of glad you didn't get cold from
your'
place to shut herself up in If one to'em, come. And and after dinner
wetting the other day."
somethin'
for
In
me
here
"Oh!
sent
I
wet.
You
wasn't very,
day she
and then slammed the door on me. wouldn't let me lend you the umbrella,
she
till
so I had that to protect me on the way
Said she cal'lated I'd stay put
,
got back from Thankful's. , She knew home."
"Not then ; I meant the other mornmighty we'll I couldn't get out of the
window, 'cause it won't, open no ing when Nat Cap'n Hammond
met
further'n 'tis now. .1 wa'n't never so you on the flats. He aid you were
to
no
way
'Tain't
life.
provoked In my
wading the main channel and it was
treat your own brother, lockln' him up over your hoots."
i
like a young one; now, is it?"
"It was worse than that, a good deal
"I don't know. You're 'of age, Mr. worse. It might have, been my last
Pepper, and you must decide for yourcruise. ' I'm pretty certain that I owe
self. I think I should dedare.my inde- the captain my life. That part of the
channel I proposed swimming was expendence. Really, I must go.
Oh! I I
"Stop your foolishness!
where two men have been
actly
That drowned, so
prU your pardon, Mr. Ellery.
people say. I'm not a
ain't no way to talk to a minister. But Very strong swimmer, and they were.
I'm goin' to go out when I want to if So, you ,see."
I bust a hole through the clapboards.
Grace cried out in astonishment. '
You ask, any worn-BI ain't ftiscinaliii'.
"Oh!" .Bhe exclaimed.
Then pointher-i- f
and
I
Bee
what
he,
except
ing toward the bay, she asked: "Out
they' say. Wnat'll Ido?".,
there, by the end of that leader, was
"Ha, ha! I don't know, I'm sure. You It?" ,
,
I suppose, just for
lock
her
up,
-'might
"Yes, that was it."
'"
'"
..'
.' , She drew a
a change,"
breath.
after
long
Then,
'
'"Hoy!" There was a Bound from be a moment:
one
if
as
the
IrapriBoned
hind the pane
''And Nat spoke as if it was all a
joke," Bhe said.
'
I
gurrii
knee.
Ills
uad i5fui$
"No doubt he did. From what I hear
never thought of that. Would you of
y.'?.'ir,iii'tii.'.D. be.gene.rHllj refers to
3yxii:l.X0El Re'--V,,
uf..
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Grace turned and looked at him.
"A mutual friend?"
she repeated.
"Oh, I know. Mrs. Coffin?"
"Yes; Mrs. Coffin. She's a good
woman and a wise one."'
"I know. I feel the same way about
her. She means so 'much tome. I
love her more than anyone eise. in the
world, except uncle, of course and
Nat. I miss her very much since
since ".
f
"Since I came, you mean. I'm sorry.
I wish I hate to think I am the cause
which separates you two. It Isn't my
fault, as you know."
"Oh! I know that."
"Yes, and I object to having others
choose my friends- - for me, people who,
because )f a fanatical prejudice, stand
in the way of r If It wasn't for that,
ydu might call and see Mrs. Coffin,
just as you used to do."
"But It's impossible. Uncle respects
and is fond of Aunt Kezlah, but he
wouldn't hear of my visiting the parsonage."
She was close to the overhanging
edge of the bluff and the sod upon
which she stood was bending beneath
her feet. He sprang forward, caught
her about the waist, and pulled her
back. The sod broke and rattled
down the sandy slope. She would have
had a slight tumble, nothing worse,
had, she gone with it. There was no
.danger; and yet the minister was very
white as he released her.
She, too, was pale for a moment,
'
and then crimson.
"Thank you," she gasped. "I I
must go. It Is late.- I didn't realize
how late it was. I I must go. I I
think the sunsets from this point are
the finest I have ever seen. I come
here every Sunday afternoon to see
them."
This remark was given merely to
cover embarrassment, but it had an
unexpected effect.
"You do?" cried the minister. The
next moment he was alone. Grace Van
Home had vanished in the gloom of
the pine thickets.
It was a'strange John Ellery who
walked slowly back along the path. He
saw nothing real, and heard nothing,
not even the excited person who, hidden behind the bayberry bush, hailed
him as he passed. It was not until
this person rushed forth" and seized
him by the arm that he came back to
the unimportant affairs of this mate'
rial earth.
'
Mr. Pepper!" he
Why,
"Why!
gasped. ' "Are you here? What do you
"
;
want?"
i
,
"Am I here?" panted Kyan. "Ain't
I been 'here for the last twenty minutes waitln' to get a chance at you?
Ain't I been chasin' " you from Dan to
Beersheby all this dummed excuse
me afternoon? Oh, my godfreys
mighty!",
"Why. what's the matter?"
"You you made me do it," guarded
Kyan. "Yes, sir, 'twas you put me up
to It. When you was at our bouse
t'other day, after Laviny locked me
up, you told me the way to get square
was to lock her up, too. And 1 done
it! Yes, sir, J done It wheh she got
back from meetin' this noon. I run
off and left her locked in. And and"
he wailed, wringing his band-s- "I
sence.
I ain't dast to go ;home
What'l! I do?"
'

'
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FAIUS HIDE
CASE TO BE

.

JosepkC linccii
Capfn

his Own piucRy, capauie htxoks
Jokes. Other people call them something else."
"He Isn't my brother," she interrupted absently. "I wish he was."
She sighed aa she uttered the last
sentence.
"No, of course he Isn't your real
brother; I forgot. But he must seem
like one."
,
"Yes," rather doubtfully.
"You must be proud of him."
"I am." there was nothing doubtful
this time.
"Mias Van Home! What did your
uncle say about Cap'n Nat's meeting
nie the other day!"
Uncle Eben , doesn't know. Nat
didn't tell anyone but me. He doeim't
boast. .And uncle would be glad be
helped you. As I told you before, Mr.
Ellery, I'm not ashamed of my uncle.
He has been so good to me that I never can repay him, never! When my
own father waa drowned he took me
in, a little orphan that would probably have been sent to a home. When
he needed money most he said nothing
to me. but Insisted, that I should be
educated. I didn't know until after
wards of the
my four
years at the Middleboro
Academy
meant to him."
"So you went away to school?" he
mused. "This Ii why" .
'That is why I don't say 'never dona
nothln" and be you' and 'hain't
neither.' Yes, thank you, that's why.
t don't wonder you were surprised."
She waa going, but the minister had
something to say. He stepped forward
and walked beside her.
"Just a minute. nleasA " ha
"Miss Van Horne I do understand.
I
do respect your uncle. We have a mutual friend, you and I, and through her
I have come to understand
many
things."

TRIED
MACr ARLAND TO BE GIVEN
SECOND CHANCE TO PROVE
HIS INNOCENCE.
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Newark, N. J., Oct. 14. Both sides
were In readiness for the opeuln
today of the second trial of Allison M. McFarland, who is charged
with the murder of his wife. MacFarland was indicted 6n October 25, m
1911, and his first trial took place in
the icarly part of the present year.
The prosecution had little direct evi- I
dence in that Sensational case and the
case hinged practically upon the admission , of the "Bunny Letters", a
I
number of affectionate missives which
MacFarland had received from' Miss
Florence Bromley, his former stenographer, and which tended to show that
MacFarland was in love with the writer and had expressed the intention of
ridding himself of his wife. Notwith
standing the strenuous objections of I
the defense the letters were admitted
as evidence and, after a trial extend I
ing over several weeks, MacFarland
was found guilty of murder in the first
degree and sentenced to death.
His lawyers, appealed to the court
of errors and appeals and the latter,
after a careful review of the case decided that the lower court had erred
in admitting the "Bunny Letters" as
evidence and that the justice presiding
at the trial had erred in his instruc
tions to the jury, permitting the jur
ors to base their judgment upon these
letters., The decision of the trial court i

was reversed
for a new triaJi
ly se for today.
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the case remanded
The latter was final

"and

'

was born

Allison M. MacFarland
n Thomaston, Me., about 35 years
ago and received a fair education, including rtwo years of high school and
course at a commercial school at
Rockland, Me. It was at Rockland, in
the fall of 1897 that MacFarland met
Evelyn Crockett. They became en
gaged and on October 3, 1900, they

were married at the Methodist church
For one year or more
in Rockland.
they continued to live in Rockland,
then they removed to Quincy.'Mass.,
where MacFarland obtained a position
as foreman in the Fore River Iron
Works. One year later they moved
to New York, then to Chicago, then
to Michigan and finally to Philadelphia. While in Philadelphia MacFarland invented an automobile tire and
a company of wealthy men was formed to nut the invention in the market.
Offices were opened and Miss Florence Bromley was engaged as stenog, .
.
r.
rapher.
MacFarland soon, became infatuated
with his stenographer and his attentions to her caused serious domestic
trouble with his wife. Finally she left
to her parents,
him- - and returned
where she remained two years, devoting herself to the bringing up of hr
two little children. In the meantime
the tire concern failed and MacFarland obtained employment with the
Crocker-Wheele-

company in

r

NewarK.-I-

the marital troubles between
MacFarland and his wife were patched
up and MrB. MacFarland with her two
children returned to him in the early
part of August of that year.
As It appeared later, the relations
between MacFarland and his former
stenographer had not ceased. They
kept up' a lively correspondence and
frequently met by appointment. On
the evening of October 17, 1911, MacFarland went to New York with his
son, to take the little boy to one of
the theaters. They remained in New
York over night and when they reached their home in Newark on the fol1911

lowing morning, they found Mrs. MacFarland dead uponher bed, with her
little daughter playing near her.
At the investigation by the coroner
it was shown that Mrs. MacFarland
had been poisoned by cyanide of
a solution of which drug had
been contained in a blue bottle that
had formerly contained bromide, which
Mrs. MacFarland had been in the habit of taking for her frequent headaches. It was suspected that Mac'
'
'
(To Be Continued)
Farland had placed the poison in the
bottle with the expectation tliat his
J. C. Ray. Winfield, Ala., says: "My w ife would take the puison by miRtalie
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney when in neea of a headache remedy
and bladder tvbuMe so bad he had to
circumstantial eviuse a catheter.- Various Wdney rem- and when other
edies were tried without result, and dence had been found, showing the
and
Una,Ily we nave him Foley
Kidney relations between MacFarland
ruin, - In three days ha could pass Miss Bromley and thus establishing a
sumo water and on tho fifth, no longMacFarland was held to the
er needed a. catheter, He continued motive,
to npe Foley Kidney Pills until en- grand jury. His indictment and trial
tirely cured.'' 0. 0. Sehaefer and Red followed. Among the effects of MacCross Drug Co.
Farland .a'. number of letters were
found which Miss Bromley had writIf you hAve young children you have ten to him and his final conviction
perhaps noticed tlmt disorders of the rested mainly, upon their incriminatistomach are tlielr most" common1 ail'
ment. To correct' this you will find ng- evidence.-- '
and Liver
Chamberlain's Stomneh
Tablets excellent
They are easy and
pleasant to' take, and mild and gentle
Everybody femds Tfcd Optic.
In effect. For sale by all dealers.
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Order Your Stove Repairs
NOW

See Van Fetten for Insurance.

MM

D

MONDAY,

it

Try a drum of Ola Taylor bourbon
the OlHira Bar.

Ludwirt Wm. Ilfold

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Blrect from dlutillery
to you. AX the Lobby, of court

In

4 lbs. For ?u c

The Friendship club will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 with. Mrs
Sarah Rub bins, 009 National avenue.

Ml

PHONE MAIN 379

Light automobile lamps at 6:04 o'
clock this evening.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with
Mrs. John Shank, 613 East Douglas
avenue, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
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CONVICTS MAKE HARD

FIGHT!!

5
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(Continued from Page One)
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As I ,ov as $13.50
As Hijth as S27.50
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have made THIS the GREAT
EST Cloth in Store in the
City. Two Overcoats here
to any. pther stores one.
You lo5e if you don't see us
before you buy.
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Chysanthemuin season is here and and bead with a butcher knife. Tal-be- Murray. Lewis filed to Murray. No
'
a local florist is displaying many of
is the owner of the livery barn. runs, one hit, no errors.
those beautiful flowers In the win
Devore
Second half New York:
Charles Stressner, a barber, ' was
dows of his Bhop.
shot to death while w8"Ht 'long the was out, Collins to StahL, Doyle sent
street Five of the convicts who es- up a high fotri to Cady. Snodgrass
Go to the White Kitchen for good
caped yesterday were captured .ast got an infield hit, his roller to Yerk.es
home cooking; best service and clean
are Convicts Elliott, being too slow to field. Snodgrass
liness. Special dinner Sunday. No night. They
was out stealing, Cady to Wagner. No
Frazer, Stewart, Burke and Gillmore.
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.
Desperate fighting was reported In runs, one hit, no errors.
;
. Ninth
the prison between conviqts and
Inning
T. J, Dunlap, formerly a resident
the outbreak, but reFirst half Boston: Gardner Died
of Las Vegas and one of the town's guards, following
that several men, both guards to Snodgrass. Staiil sent out a long
ports
best colored citizens, died recently
and convicts, were killed before quiet fly to Muray, Wagner was out, Her-aoIn Albuquerque. The funeral occurred
to Merkle. ; No runs, no hits, no
was restored, late at night, are unyesterday afternoon in that city from confirmed. Eleven of the 20
errors.
,
cpnvicts
the Mount Olive Baptist church. The
The official box score:
who broke from the penitentiary Satfuneral was conducted by the colAB. R. H. PO. A.E.
Boston
ored Masons, of which Mr. Dunlap urday afternoon after overpowering
cellhouse keeper and securing his Hooper, rf .........4 0
the
was a member.
Yerkes, 2b ...... v. 4 0.
keys are still at large.
received here at noon state Speaker, cf
Reports
.30
Tomorrow the circus will be a thing
that Sheriff McCourt of Sweetwater Lewis, If ........ ..,4
of the past and property owners will
.4
ctfunty, and five deputies are close on Gardner,, 3b
do well in removing at once the gaudy
4
the trail of Convicts Richardson and StahL.U)
and glaring circus posters, which have
for murder, and Wagner, ss ........4
Burke, sentenced
adorned their jxroperty for the past Convict
Backstrum, a short term man; Cady, c ..... .......3
two weeks. These posters at best are
in the hills several miles south of O'Brien, p .
, .0
an eyesore and after they have serv Rawlins.
1
Th,e report states that ,!Engle ..... ... .
ed their purpose, the sooner they are
Backstrum is wounded, but still is Collins, p
.2
removed the better it Is for for the
able.to ride. The convicts xe mount.
looks o fthe community.
ed and armed.
(
33 2 17 24 9 1
Totals
! Batted for O'Brien
Convicts Bert Dalton, "Red Mike
in second.
Duncan
The
and the Danziger and another
AB. R, H. PO. A. E
'prisoner, whom Warden New York
as
the Alston was
teams, known
ibowling
If
pursuing yesterday, are
..4 0 1 2 0 1
"Amateurs" will meet this evening in said to have crossed the railroad Devore,
2b ..........4 1 1 1 1 U
Doyle,
a bowling contest at the Elks' alleys. about 30 miles west of Rawlins, headSnodgrass, cf ......4 0' 1 6 0 0
These teams axe evenly matched, for ed for the Colorado line.
If
.3 1 2 7 0 0
Murray,
in the first game the Duncan team
3 1
Merkle, lb
managed to win out toy the small mar.
Colorado net Appehensive
u
3b
.3
Hprzog,
gin of only five pins. The contest to
Canon City, Colo., Oct 14. "The Meyers, c i...
3" 1 2 6 0 0
night should 'be an interesting one and outbreak at the Wyoming penltentilary
2 0
Fletcher, se . . . U . . .3 - 0
the members of the two teams wish not make me
n
of any
.3 u 0 0 2 x
aprehensive
p
Marquard,
to extend a cordial Invitation to all
the Colorado prison,'' said WarElks and their ladies to attend the den Thomas J.
30 5 11 27 7 2
Tynan today. "In
Totals,,.
contest, which wilt f&egin at 8:30 o' fact, I'm going to send 50 more men
'
Spore
by
innings:
clock.
out on road work this week. Far Boston ....,,...0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 02
from convincing me that my plan of New. York
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 5
On the complaint of T. H. Storm,
giving the men liberty In road camps
The summary: Two base hits
was
Saturarersted
Sandoval
Felipe
is a mistake, the Wyoming trouble has Merkle, Herzog, Engle. Three base
day evening charged with having as made me more certain than ever that
hits Meyers. Pitching record-o- if
saulted Storm and also with having I'm dead
right.
O'Brien, 5 runs and 6 hits in 8 times
used vile and indecent language in
"Why, I have within 20 miles of at bat In one inning; off Collins, no
Sandoval furnished bail
his presence.
the Wyoming line more than half as run? and 5 hits in 22 times at bat in
Sunday morning and was allowed to many men as there are in the Wyom"
eight innings. Stolen bases Speakgo. This morning his case came be
suthe
are
under
ing prison.
They
er, Doyle, Herzog, Meyers.
Double
fore Judge "D. R. Murray and Sando
pervision of unarmed overseers. At plays Fletcher to Doyle to Merkle:
of
not
the
val, pleading
charg night there is one armed guard in the.
guilty
Hooper to. Stahl., Le.t cn basesBos- es, was dismissed, Storm failing to
camp and he s a convict, rne Wyom- ton, 6; New York 1. First base on
show up to prosecute
It Is now up ing system is
entirely different from balls off Marquard 1. First base on
to Storm to make good the costs of
that in force in Colorado. We have errors Boston 1.
Struck out by
the court for failing to appear this the road work
system, while they use O'Brien 1; Marquard 3; Collins 1.
morning.
the factory plan. I attribute the few Balk O'Brien.
Time 1:58.
escapes in Colorado partly to the
on bases, Evplate
Klem;
The newly elected board of
strict laws of the state and partly io ans; left field, O'Loughlin ; right
of the Commercial club will meet a common sense method of handling field, Rifiler.
tomorow evening at 8 o'clock for the prisoners. The men in the road gangs
purpose of; organizing and holding the put in eight hours of the hardest kind
Read The Optsa
first regular meeting. Every director of work every day, and men who do
is urged to attend this meeting as it that are not
likely to lie awake nlghls
is to be an important one. Following thinking up plans to escape."
ESS
fre the names of the new directors:
8
M.
Maurice Danziger, "Isaac Davis,
hold
The county commissioners will
Greenberger, D. T, Hosklns, Clarence a brief adjourned session tomorrow
A
Iden, M. M. Padgett, Stephen Powers-- afternoon at the court house.
Hallett Raynolds, William Hv Springer
and W. P. Southard. . ...
Mrs. Sarah A, Roberts will, enter
tain the Friendship club tomorow afternoon at her residence at 509 Na

"'"'

'

;

g

PURE OLD FASHIONED BUCKWHEAT

EIEIS

FLOUR

Cakes like those that mother made

;p

; ;

Cakes that are full of that delicious old fashioned buckwheat flour of fifty years ago.
;:'

How Much Shall We Send You?
'

1

ORDER. 'TODAY

J. HrStEARNS

Al

lb I!cz!3 of tbe Besf of Everything

EataU

SPECIAL SALE FOR CASH ONLY
'

100
15

100
16

100
15
Yt,
.

Vi

OCTOBER

15, 16, 17
.U.50

pounds potatoes
pounds potatoes
.
pounds beet Bugar
pounds beet sugar
pounds cane sugar
pounds cane.sugar
sack Moses best flour
sack Moses ibest
sack Old Hoiaestead flour.
sack Old Homestead flour.
3
3
3

5
6-

8

.

.25c

'..
.fj.po

-

.U3

r

Home Properly

,70c

.packages Vermicelli
packages Macaroni

.When you patronize our fam-- ,
lly washing department there
are no annoying. delays, and

I

fi P

f

haraCrystal WDlte soap
T bars Lenox soap
I bars White Star soap
8 bars Diamond, C soap.
2 25c boxes toilet soap
3 boxes Armourita toilet soap

'

misunderstandings;
the return of your
"
clothes.
" Your
washing is
regularly eaich week,
dered quickly and

regarding
laundered

;

,

C

..

.

.

......

Try a gallon can of blueberries
Large pure lard ,
Medium pure lard
Small pure lard
L&rge compound lard
Medium compound lard
Small compound lard
Standard bacon sides, per pound
Standard hams per pound

:

YourClothes Sent

.

,..75c,

packages Spaghetti
pounds Mexican beans
packages laundry starch
.bags table salt.

.1

m

ju

'

prompt!.

C5c

,.

l.o
.75c
4Ec

...$1.10
60c
35c

.

-

'

called for
It Is laundelivered
,

Our services prove more satisfactory than washerwoman
service In every respect. Besides you know that our work
is absolutely sanitary.
'.' Phone
call brings a wagon
'
to your door.

20c

.,

10c

Xas -- Vegas Steam
Laundry

THE ORAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STORE
..

U

J

DISCOVERY

.

0

S

Phoat

Main 81

617 Doughs Awe

Mil WHILE

tional avenue.
The improvements at the court ' j
house practically have 'been completed. The workmen have made the additional room for, the county clerk
j
ready for occupancy; the court room j
and other apartments upon the sec- j
ond floor have been: beautified and
nd 'tb work upon! the ?!
Jmptroved
Voof ii about complete. The, improve- 1"1
ments include Tiieavy linoleum upon
the floors of the court room and
many or tne oinces. inis nnoieum is if f

jj'

.

sound proof.

Kochuur.N

Process

for

the

'

11
1

:;

e

III!!

cnmiii
LUillL

Ul

7

UTHORIZED

SALE
Ttie Famoui Taylor Nursery Bed

THE FA

,U3

"

KO'EBY CD

TAYLOU

-

REGULAR RETAIL PRICE

-

$16.75

COHPLETE WITH fVlATTRRSS
i'X'.'.i.i'.--'

"

.

We have only a few of these Beds so call early

SON'

J.- G.; JOHNSEN

v

-- EXCLUSIVE LOCAL
jtOKNTS --

?1

uOL'a i iiAVEO AOilll
t;;e

etecicmy cf

"cld s;:::zstead"

mi

Trade demands this flour to such extent 'that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "OIJ Homestead."
Our sales increase daily by .Vii Otiinowledgnient of
its superiority and selling qualities.
--

'

"

v

Order "Old nomestead"

frc- -i

j j Vgrocer or
'

S

jrur

,,

-

merchant.

CHARLES ILEELD CO.'
Its Exclusive Distributers for LasVeyas and
Albuquerque

Vacuum

Treatment of Coffee,
ally purifying and cleansing the
coffe bean, rendering powerless
the properties considering oane-- ,
ful to persons of extreme ner- vous temperament, '
'
'

1

CJv

11 11
10

trou-ble'i-

Optic's Want Ad. Colums Bring Resulfs

CopyrKlM, Wfi

mechanic-'i- j

'"

slp())lcseness,.nervous

chiHs and

E.D. Rayold8

i

H

Stephen B,Davl8

Jefferson Reynold PntBiVut

Vice Present
V.oe Premdont

,

a r.l!e Hvike Am c&,

; j:,n,.tt

'. ,r

Koy:!M8

tremblings, headaches, lrrltao
f
ility, Indigestion, etc.
j
Vacuum Treated Coffee has If
Bit

'

been proven bjr rigid tests. You Ii"
can drink It without the return jjf
of the usual HI effects.

MEAT PACKERS' IN SESSION.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 14 All- phases
of the meat packing and allied industries will be discussed by the American Meat Packers' association at il s
convention which began In this city
today. The sessions are being held
at the Hotel Sherman and will be con
tinued over tomorrow and Wednes,
day.

Price in lib. Cans

FIR'ST NATIONAL 'BANK

I

OF

LAS-.VEGAS-

N. M.

Ft
Capital,

!!.

ROOSEVELT KEEPS STILL.
.
Chicago, Oct. 4. Colonel Theodore)
Roosevelt refrained from speech mal- lug today in order, to save his voice I'
and rest the muncles of his throat, it
which developed poreness yesterday,
i

The Co'iP

JiuO.OOtf

Sukplvs, and

Undivu-j-

d

PKOriTs'f.15,000

0s:r Rpposltors Receive LSery Courtesy anJ
W'UHn th? Scrpn cf
G'J Car;!,;.-.?- .
'

Fuaa

4

Interest

PstSJ on

T--

a

fo-as- Cj

